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I

THE AGRICULTURAL
LABOR RELATIONS
BOARD
A.

Administration of the ALRA
The Agricultural Labor Relations Act (Act or ALRA} was

enacted in 1975 "to ensure peace in the fields by guaranteeing
justice for all agricultural employees and stability in
agricultural labor relations."

Preamble, Section 1.5 SB 1,

1975-76 Third Extraordinary Session.

The Act seeks to achieve

these ends by recognizing that agricultural employees have the
right to form, join or assist a union in order to improve the
terms and conditions of their employment and the right to engage
in other concerted activity for their mutual aid and protection;
by providing for the holding of secret ballot elections through
which employees may freely choose whether they wish to be
represented by a union; by imposing an obligation on the part of
employers to bargain with any union so chosen; and by declaring
unlawful certain practices which either interfere with or are
otherwise destructive of the free exercise of the rights
guaranteed by the Act.
The agency's authority is divided between a Board
composed of five-members and a General Counsel, all of whom are
appointed by the Governor subject to confirmation by the Senate.
The General Counsel is responsible for the prevention of those
practices which the Act declares to be impediments to the free
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exercise of employee rights.

The General Counsel acts only after

someone has filed charges claiming a violation of the Act.

When

a charge is filed, the General Counsel conducts an investigation
to determine whether an unfair labor practice has been committed.
If he believes that there has been a violation, he issues a
complaint stating the charges and providing for a hearing before
the Board to determine whether a respondent has committed the
unfair labor practices alleged in the complaint.
Under the statute, the Board may delegate, and in
practice has delegated, its authority to hear such cases to a
staff of Administrative Law Judges {ALJs) who take evidence and
make initial recommendations in the form of written decisions
with respect to issues of fact or law raised by the parties.

Any

party may appeal any of the findings, conclusions or
recommendations of the ALJ to the Board, which then reviews the
record and issues its own decision and order in the case.
Parties dissatisfied with the.Board's order may petition for
review of it in the appropriate Court of Appeal.

If review is

not sought, or, if sought, is denied, the Board may seek
enforcement of its order in Superior Court.
When a final remedial order requires that parties be
made whole for unfair labor practices committed against them, the
Board has followed the practice of the National Labor Relations
Board {NLRB) in holding supplemental proceedings to determine the
amount of liability.

These hearings, called compliance hearings,

are also typically held before ALJs who write recommended
decisions for review by the Board.
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Once again, parties

dissatisfied with the decision and order issued by the Board upon
review of the ALJ's decision may petition for review of the
Board's decision in the appropriate Court of Appeal.
In addition to its authority to issue decisions in
unfair labor practice cases, the Board, through its personnel in
various regional offices, is responsible for conducting elections
to determine whether a majority of the employees of an
agricultural employer wish to be represented by a labor
organization or, if the employees are already represented by a
labor organization, to determine whether they wish to continue to
be represented by one.

Chapter 5 of the ALRA empowers the Board

to direct an election provided that Board investigation reveals
the existence of a bona fide question concerning representation.
In initial certification cases, the Board's investigation is
triggered by the filing of a petition by a majority of the
currently employed employees indicating that (1) the number of
agricultural employees employed by the employer is not less than
50% of the employer's "peak" agricultural employment for the
current calendar year; (2) no valid election has been conducted
among the employees within the 12 months preceding the filing of
the Petition; (3) no labor organization is currently certified as
the collective bargaining representative of the employer's
employees; and (4) an election is not barred by the existence of
a collective bargaining agreement.
When a labor organization has been certified as the
collective bargaining representative of an agricultural
employer's employees, the Board is also empowered to conduct a
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decertification election to determine whether a majority of those
employees wish to continue to be represented by the labor
organization, or to conduct a rival union election to determine
whether the employees wish to be represented by a different
union.

Where a collective bargaining agreement is in effect, a

question concerning representation is raised by employees in the
decertification context by the filing of a decertification
petition signed by 30 percent of the employees during the year
preceding the expiration date of the contract; similarly, where a
collective bargaining agreement is in effect, a question
concerning representation is raised by a rival union by the
filing of a petition signed by a majority of the employees during
the year preceding the expiration date of the contract.

These

elections, too, may only be conducted when an employer is at
least at 50% of its peak employment.

Where there is no

collective bargaining agreement in effect, both decertification
and rival union elections are timely if a petition signed by a
majority of the employees is filed when an employer is at 50% of
peak agricultural employment.
Because of the seasonal nature of agriculture and the
relatively short periods of peak employment, the Act provides for
a speedy election process, mandating that elections be held
within seven days from the date an election petition is filed in
the absence of a strike, and within 48 hours after a petition has
been filed in the case of a strike.

Any party believing that an

election ought not to have been conducted, or that it was
conducted in an inappropriate unit, or that misconduct occurred
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which tended to affect the outcome of the election, or that the
election was otherwise not fairly conducted, may file objections
to the election.

The objections are reviewed by the Board's

Executive Secretary, who determines whether they make out a
prima facie case that the election should not have been held or
that the conduct complained of affected its outcome.

If so, a

hearing is held before an Investigative Hearing Examiner to
determine whether the Board should refuse to certify the election
as a valid expression of the will of the employees.

The

Investigative Hearing Examiner's conclusions may be appealed to
the Board.

Except in very limited circumstances, court review of

any decision of the Board in representation matters may be had
only in connection with an order in an unfair labor practice case
which is based upon the Board's certification.
B.

Operational Summary for Fiscal Year 1985-86
1.

Unfair Labor Practices
In fiscal year 1985-86, 453 unfair labor practice (ULP)

charges were filed with the ALRB.

Of these, 412 charges were

filed against employers and 41 charges were filed against labor
organizations.
In fiscal year 1985-86, the General Counsel issued 46
complaints involving 86 charges.

In addition, the General

Counsel dismissed 332 charges, settled 28 charges and permitted
the withdrawal of seven others.

Seven complaints were withdrawn

before hearing, 28 complaints were settled before hearing, and 8
complaints were settled at hearing.
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Administrative Law Judges conducted 25 ULP hearings in
fiscal year 1985-86, and issued 14 decisions in ULP cases,
including four decisions in compliance cases.
2.

Elections
Fifty-six election petitions, including six

decertification petitions, were filed with the ALRB in fiscal
year 1985-86.
A total of 2,475 employees exercised their right to vote
in representation elections conducted by the ALRB in fiscal year
1985-86.

Of the 31 representation elections held during this

period, a union was certified in four elections.

In nine

elections, the Board certified that a majority of the
participating employees did not desire any labor organization to
be their bargaining representative.

The results of two elections

were undetermined pending issuance of the Board's decisions on
challenged ballots.

One election was set aside, and in one other

election the ballots were impounded.

Fourteen elections were

pending the Board's resolution of objections filed against the
election results.
The primary issue in a decertification election is
whether the employees in a bargaining unit desire to continue to
be represented by the labor organization which was previously
designated as the unit's collective bargaining representative.
Of the six decertification elections conducted, five resulted in
the labor organization's losing its status as the employees'
collective bargaining representative for the particular
bargaining unit.

The ballots were impounded in one election.
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Investigative Hearing Examiners heard nine cases
involving election-related matters, and issued seven decisions in
representation cases in fiscal year 1985-86.
3.

Board Decisions Issued
The Board issued a total of 37 decisions involving

allegations of ULPs and issues relating to employee
representation.

Of the 37 decisions issued, 32 were ULP

decisions and five were representation·decisions.
The following parts deal with decisions of the Board
during the 1985-86 fiscal year which involved novel questions or
which set precedents that may be of substantial importance in the
future administration of the Act.

The Board awarded bargaining

make-whole in six decisions and refused to order it in two other
cases which had been remands by the Court of Appeals, and treated
the specific remedial compliance aspect of make-whole awards in
three others.

The Board found discriminatory or otherwise

unlawful discharges, suspensions or refusals to rehire in 11
cases and ordered backpay and reinstatement for approximately 98
employees.
4.

Compliance Activity
In fiscal year 1985-86, there were 122 cases ready for

compliance action.

This includes Board orders and ALJ decisions

which had become final.

Of these 122 cases, 19 were closed

during the fiscal year following either settlement, voluntary
compliance, or an administrative compliance hearing to determine
the monetary amount owing.

In addition, prior to closure of

these cases, compliance was achieved with regard to the
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nonmonetary remedies ordered by the Board.

During this fiscal

year, a total of $763,144.69 in 17 compliance cases was collected
and distributed to a total of 1019 agricultural employees.

Also,

during this fiscal year there were 42 Board decisions on appeal
to the courts, which represents the source of future compliance
workload for the agency.
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II

REPRESENTATION CASES
Two representation cases involving employers in the
citrus industry exemplify what the Fifth District Court of
Appeals has termed the "sometimes extremely complex" employer
identity questions in that industry.
Inc. {1986) 184 Cal.App.3d 483.)

{ALRB v. Exeter Packers,

Given those complexities and

the short statutory time span between the filing of a petition
and the conducting of an election, problems frequently arise in
defining bargaining units and in determining which groups of
workers are eligible to vote.

Information available to Board

agents is often insufficient for a definitive resolution of those
issues, so eligible voters may be excluded from the election
process, and ineligible voters may be included.

As a result, the

correct placement of voters -- and the consequent impact on the
outcome of the election -- may not be resolved until much later
when election objections proceedings are completed.
In Sequoia Orange, et al., 11 ALRB No. 21, more than
twenty nominally distinct businesses operated as a single
integrated citrus growing and packing entity.

Their functional

integration was not apparent until the parties stipulated to
those interrelationships at a consolidated hearing eight months
after the election.

There were numerous voter challenges and

election objections centering on eligibility, participation, and
lack of notice of the election.

Involved were various groups of
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workers employed by Sequoia at its two packing sheds and workers
in the harvest crews of four separate harvesting and hauling
companies.
The Board found that all of these workers were eligible
to vote.

Because Sequoia's sheds packed less than three per cent

of its gross output from sources outside the integrated
enterprise, the sheds were found to be "agricultural," rather
than "commercial", thereby making shed workers eligible to
participate in the election.

This is consistent with federal law

and previous Board decisions holding that, so long as a shed does
not pack a significant percentage of produce for independent
growers, its workers are engaged in agricultural operations
"performed by a farmer ••. as an incident to or in conjunction with
[his] farming operations."
The harvesting companies were found to be labor
contractors within the meaning of. the Act, thus their employees
were eligible to vote as employees of Sequoia.

The companies

supplied harvest workers to Sequoia for a fee; Sequoia set their
wage rates and controlled the quantity, quality and location of
their work; and Sequoia possessed a substantial, long-term
interest in the on-going agricultural operation, making it the
appropriate entity to undertake the collective bargaining
obligation.
The Board therefore dismissed the objections which
alleged that harvest workers had been improperly included in the
petitioned-for unit and directed that the challenged votes of the
packing shed employees be counted.
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In Baker Brothers, 11 ALRB No. 23, the bargaining unit
initially sought included "all agricultural citrus workers" of
the employer and some thirty additional "grower/customers" for
whom Baker Brothers harvested, packed and shipped citrus.

The

Union maintained that Baker and the thirty growers constituted a
single, joint employing enterprise, whose employees all belonged
in one unit.

However, none of the thirty growers had been

notified of the election or the original objections hearing.
The sole issue presented was whether the unit described
in the Petition was appropriate under ALRA section 1156.2, which
provides that "(t]he unit appropriate for bargaining shall be all
the agricultural employees of an employer."

Despite the unit

description in the Notice and Direction of Election <"All
agricultural citrus workers"}, the Board adopted the IHE's
recommendation that the appropriate unit should include all
agricultural employees of Baker Brothers and not simply its
citrus workers.

It also agreed with the IHE that the unit

description could be revised without adverse impact on employee
statutory rights because the employer was at peak when the
election was held and because a representative number of
employees had participated.l

Accordingly, the results of the

election were certified.
Two representation cases arose from leadership problems
within the Independent Union of Agricultural Workers (IUAW).

lThe Board noted that subsumed within the objection based on an
inappropriate unit description were objections based on the
purported "disenfranchisement" of non-citrus workers not referred
to in the Direction of Election, and whether the number of these
workers would affect a determination of the employer's peak.
11

When the Union president was imprisoned for the shooting death of
its vice president, she delegated the authority to run the Union
to two Teamster officials.

They, in turn, hired Teamster

"consultants" to service the IUAW contracts.

The consultants then

proceeded to organize the employees into the Teamsters' Union and
filed election petitions on its behalf.

Carl Dobler and Sons

(1985) 11 ALRB No. 37, and Inland and Western Ranches (1985)
11 ALRB No. 39.
The UFW intervened in both elections and, when the
Teamster's won, filed objections based primarily on asserted
misrepresentations by the Teamsters that their union was the
"alter ego" of the troubled IUAW, and also on claims that the
Teamsters had misused the access delegated them by the IUAW to
campaign for their own union.
In Dobler the Board held that the impression created by
the consultants that the Teamsters and the IUAW .were alter egos
of one another was not a material misrepresentation of fact.

The

president of the IUAW had more or less acquiesced in the Teamster
"raid" on the unit.

However, the employer had submitted a

seriously defective pre-petition list to the UFW.

The defective

list, coupled with incidents of abuse of access by the
consultants, who utilized their IUAW right of access to campaign
for the Teamsters, placed the UFW at an extreme disadvantage in
its efforts to communicate with workers, and led the Board to set
aside the election.
In contrast, the Board certified a Teamster victory in
Inland and Western Ranches.

There, as in Dobler, the Teamster
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consultants campaigned on that union's behalf while ostensibly
working for the IUAW.

However, no coercion was evident from the

access violations, and the purported "misrepresentation" that the
IUAW was going to cease to exist was found to be a more or less
accurate reflection of the then current state of affairs.

Unlike

Dobler, there was no evidence that the UFW was at a disadvantage
in its efforts to communicate with workers at Inland and
Western.
In T. Ito and Sons Farms, 11 ALRB No. 36, the Board
adopted the NLRB decision in Subzero Freezer Co., Inc.

(1984)

271 NLRB No. 7, and in so doing, carved out a significant
exception to the normal practice of refusing to relitigate
representation issues in subsequent technical refusal to bargain
cases2 in the absence of newly discovered or previously
unavailable evidence.
The Board said that, in certain instances, its primary
duty of arriving at a "just resolution of questions presented"
militates against requiring an employer to bargain with a union
which has not achieved majority status in a free and fair
election.

In those instances, the Board will not abide the

general proscription against the relitigation of previously

2since a Board certification is not considered a "final order"
under Labor Code section 1160.8, it is not subject to direct
judicial review. It is only by "technically" refusing to bargain
that a party may obtain indirect scrutiny of the certification by
an appellate court, as part of that court's examination of the
final Board order that an unfair labor practice (i.e., a refusal
to bargain with a certified union) has been committed.
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resolved issues and will re-examine the circumstances which led
to the certification.
In Ito the Board was confronted with the following
situations:

One Saturday, a group of Ito workers engaged in a

work stoppage.

After the crew was sent home, many of its members

traveled to another Ito field where the exhorted eighty or ninety
workers to leave their posts.

Incident to these appeals, threats

were made that the Immigration Service would be called and that
uncooperative workers would be assaulted.

Later on, groups from

both locations went to another field where about seventy
employees were working.

Threats of violence and of calls to the

Immigration Service were repeated; in addition, strikers picked
up rocks, prevented vans carrying workers from leaving the field,
and, in one instance, engaged in a physical confrontation with an
owner.
The following Monday, ten or fifteen strikers
re-appeared at one of the fields, repeated the earlier threats to
fifty to seventy workers, and threatened damage to their
vehicles.

Until then, there had been no evidence of union

participation and none of the strikers carried or wore union
insignia.

That afternoon, however, union representatives

appeared on the scene and quickly gathered enough authorization
cards to obtain an election.
An expedited election was conducted two days later.
During the balloting, small groups of union supporters campaigned
in the quarantine area.

Several voters were told that they would

be reported to the Immigration Service and would lose their jobs
unless they supported the union.
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Applying the standard approved by the California Supreme
Court in Triple E Produce Corp. v. ALRB, 35 Cal.3d 42, of whether
the statements, measured objectively, had a "reasonable tendency"
to restrain or coerce workers, the Board abrogated the previous
certification and set the election aside.
The Board said that where misconduct, including threats,
"creates an atmosphere of fear and coercion rendering a free
choice of representatives impossible" an election will be
overturned.

Although the misconduct of non-parties

as was the

case in Ito -- is of less significance than that of parties
(i.e., the union or the employer), the threats of physical
violence and of calls to the INS created an unacceptable
atmosphere of fear and coercion.

They were neither trivial,

lightly taken, or outside the abilities of the speakers to carry
out.

They were made repeatedly, directed at a large portion of

the work force, and accompanied by acts of violence.

Although

most were made before the Union became involved, they occurred
within a few days of the election.

Threats to call the INS and

threats of job loss were made to waiting voters in the context of
appeals to vote for the Union, and could reasonably be linked
with previous threats of physical violence.

The Board

distinguished Takara International (1977) 3 ALRB No. 24, where it
had found that threats of deportation were not coercive because
undocumented workers "already live in fear of deporation."

Here,

the cumulative effect of the misconduct established an overriding
atmosphere of fear and coercion.
Two dissenting Board members urged that strong policy
considerations favoring the prompt resolution of election disputes
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and the stability in collective bargaining militated against the
re-examination of issues already litigated in earlier
representation proceedings.
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III

UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES
A.

Refusals to Bargain
Section 1155.3(a} provides that the duty to bargain

collectively "shall also mean" that no party to a labor agreement
may resort to a strike or lockout during the sixty-day period
prior to its expiration.

In West Foods, Inc., 11 ALRB No. 17,

the Board followed NLRB precedent and held that section 1155.3(a)
proscribes the use of economic pressure to force bargaining
concessions from the other party during that sixty day
"cooling off" period.
The employer, a mushroom grower, had contracts with the
union covering two units, one in Soquel and one in Ventura.

The

bargaining atmosphere during the negotiations for a new agreement
was charged because the union believed the employer had
undermined the previous contract and because the employer
believed the union was going to strike.

(During previous

negotiations the union had struck, causing the employer a
considerable loss.}

This time, the employer threatened to

protect itself by implementing a "phasedown" of operations and,
in fact, did so before the expiration of the 60-day period.
The Board explained that a lockout can not be justified
simply by showing that perishable commodities are involved.

The

employer must go further and establish that it has a reasonable
fear of a strike; otherwise, the statutory "cooling off" period
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would be rendered meaningless since almost all agricultural
commodities are perishable.
The Board held that respondent had failed to demonstrate
a reasonable expectation of a strike, and it also determined that
the phasedown was an integral part of its bargaining strategy -a strategy designed primarily to exert economic pressure on the
union to settle.

The Board therefore concluded that the employer

had violated section 1155.3{a).
Two dissenting Board members concluded that the
phasedown of operations was a legitimate economic action taken by
the employer to protect itself against the possibility of a loss
of crops in the event of a strike.

Finding that the lockout was

not unlawful, they also concluded that the totality of
circumstances did not support a finding of failure to bargain in
good faith.
Makewhole relief was awarded in a variety of bargaining
situations.

In John Elmore Farms, 11 ALRB No. 22, an employer

was found to have refused to bargain in good faith when he
continued to maintain that his company was not the successor of a
company with a certified bargaining representative, despite a
prior Board finding that it was an "alter ego", different only in
name from the other company.

Because the defense was found to be

without basis in law or fact, bargaining makewhole was awarded.
In O.E. Mayou, 11 ALRB No. 25, the Board found bad faith
bargaining and awarded makewhole because the employer acted
inconsistently in attempting to challenge the union's
representative status by means of a "technical" refusal to
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bargain, while at the same time negotiating with it and providing
bargaining information.

In another bargaining case, D. Papagni,

11 ALRB No. 38, an employer, who had refused to present evidence
at an earlier hearing on its objections to the election, refused
to bargain with the union after it was certified.

The employer

argued that all of its 62 election objections -- 59 of which had
been dismissed by the Executive Secretary as lacking in merit
were inextricably bound up in each other such that the failure
to allow it to present evidence on all of them justified its
refusal to bargain.

The Board, applying the standard enunciated

by the California Supreme Court in J.R. Norton v. ALRB (1979)
26 Cal.3d 1, found that the employer's "litigation posture" was

not maintained in good faith because it conflicted with well
established Board precedent and procedure.

The Board also

pointed out that the employer had merely reiterated its prior
arguments in broad conclusory terms and failed to specify where
the Board erred when it originally considered the objections.
Bargaining makewhole was therefore ordered.
In 1981, in Tex-Cal Land Management, Inc.,
7 ALRB No. 11, the Board found that the refusal of the employer

to sign a collective bargaining agreement to which it had
previously agreedl constituted a per se violation of section
1153(e).

On review, the Court of Appeals reversed, finding that

!Agreement had been signified by the employer's initialing each
article of the proposed contract and by statements by its
principal and its attorney/negotiator that a contract had been
reached.
19

there had been no "meeting of the minds" on a material term of
the agreement -- subcontracting.

The Court remanded the case to

the Board to determine whether the employer had acted in good
faith in refusing to execute the agreement.
On remand (Tex-Cal Land Management, 11 ALRB No. 28), the
Board found that the employer had acted in bad faith by
intentionally misrepresenting to the union that it would be bound
by the negotiated agreement, and that it had also acted in bad
faith by waiting a full month before identifying its problems
with the subcontracting provision and submitting a
counterproposal.

The Board said that parties must be prompt in

identifying their difficulties with proposals and in offering
counterproposals.
In another decision involving the same employer
(Tex-Cal Land Management, Inc., et al. 11 ALRB No. 31), the Board
found it had violated the Act by instituting unilateral changes
in working conditions without first notifying the Union and
giving it an opportunity to bargain.

Involved were changes in

hiring practices, subcontracting and crew transfers; the
elimination of dues checkoff and of deductions for benefits; and
the failure to notify the union and bargain about the effects of
crop conversions.

The employer was also found to have

discriminatorily reduced the work hours of crews whose members
had engaged in union activities.

Despite these violations, the

Board, after examining the totality of the circumstances,
concluded that the employer had not also engaged in "surface
bargaining."

It therefore declined to award bargaining
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makewhole.
B.

Unlawful Discrimination
In two separate cases (Garin Company, 11 ALRB No. 18 and

Classen Mushrooms, 12 ALRB No. 13), the Board held that where an
employer gives a false or pretextual reason for discharging an
employee, that fact may be used to infer that the employer was
concealing an unlawful motive.

In other words, an employer's

defense, if misconceived, can itself supply evidence of a
violation.

In Garin the Board went on to hold that a

supervisor's prior discriminatory treatment of employees is not
necessarily conclusive on the issue of whether his subsequent
acts were unlawfully motivated.

The employer is not required to

demonstrate an absence of animus; it is enough to show that the
discipline would have taken place regardless of any participation
in protected activity.

(Garin Company (1986) 12 ALRB No. 14.)

The Board again recognized that employees are allowed
some leeway for impulsive behavior when they are engaged in the
exercise of protected rights.

Thus, an employee could not

lawfully be discharged for insubordination when, during the
processing of a legitimate grievance, he shouted at his employer
and refused to leave the office (for a brief duration) after
being ordered to do so.

(V.B. Zaninovich, 12 ALRB No. 5.)

His

outburst, standing alone, was insufficient to justify his
discharge, particularly since it appeared that the employer had
previously escalated the confrontation.

In another case, the

Board found that the discharge had actually preceded the
employee's challenge to his supervisor to fight, and therefore
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that the challenge could not be utilized to justify a discharge
which had already been effectuated.

(Classen Mushrooms, supra.)

The Board found that no prejudice resulted from an
owner's decision to represent himself and other owners during an
unfair labor practice hearing.

(Garth Conlan, et al., dba

Lightning Farms (1986) 12 ALRB No. 7.)
to obtain counsel but declined to do so.

He had ample opportunity
He was allowed to

present evidence and argument and to submit briefs, all in full
accord with his due process rights.

The Board did, however,

disapprove of the General Counsel's use of declarations obtained
from the owner during the course of an external complaint
procedure unrelated to the case.

To permit their use, would

undermine the effectiveness of the external complaint procedure
by inhibiting frank discussion of possible Board agent
misconduct.

Here, however, because no prejudice resulted from

the use of the statements and because the Board did not rely upon
them in reaching its conclusions, the unfair labor practices
findings were affirmed.
Sahara Packing, 11 ALRB No. 24, is another example of
the potential complexities and ramifications of the "agricultural
employer" issue, this time, as it relates to the problem of
affixing responsibility for the commission of unfair labor
practices resulting from the conduct of a "supplier of labor."
The Board found that Sahara had instigated the formation
of the Lompoc Custom Farming Cooperative, Inc.

Sahara's field

manager (Fidel) had been the supervisor of the labor contractor
whom Sahara had formerly used.

Fidel acted as Sahara's liason
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with the newly-formed co-operative, and he also hired another
former contractor employee (Ortega) to recruit workers, or
"members", for the co-operative.

Ortega then became the

cooperative's field foreman.
Fidel purchased supplies for the co-op, and Sahara
permitted the co-op to charge other supplies to Sahara's
accounts.

One of Sahara's major customers loaned the co-op its

start-up costs.

Sahara paid the co-op a percentage of the

harvest profits, in addition to a guaranteed minimum.

The co-op

did not itself engage in any production activities; nor did the
it own any land or equipment.

Sahara was its sole customer.

When three co-op members complained about Ortega's
mishandling of co-op affairs and the lack of worker's
compensation insurance, and expressed the crew's general mistrust
of his accounting of their earnings, Ortega declared that the
co-operative was being disbanded,

bu~

then selectively informed

some members that a "new" co-operative was being formed and that
they should report to work as usual.

When the three

discriminatees learned of this and presented themselves for work,
Ortega declined to re-hire them.
intercede.

The three asked Fidel to

After speaking with Ortega, he told them that there

was nothing he could do because they were "too political."
ALRA section 1140.4(c} exempts from the definition of an
"agricultural employer" entities "supplying workers to an
agricultural employer" or "functioning in the capacity of a farm
labor contractor."

Although the Board noted that Lompoc might

qualify as an 'agricultural employer" in its own right, it went
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on to hold Sahara liable for the unlawful termination of the
three co-op members under the particular facts of the case.

In

fixing responsibility with Sahara, the Board looked to the
function of the co-op and not simply to its form.

The evidence

demonstrated that it v1as a "mere supplier of labor" and that
Sahara had provided the impetus for its formation, partially in
an effort to insulate itself from labor problems and partially to
assure itself of a labor supply during a weak market.

Despite

its nominal separateness, Lompoc's supervisorial and financial
functions were closely integrated with Sahara's.
Under Vista Verde Farms v. ALRB (1981) 29 Cal.3d 307,
the Act does not impose strict liability on an agricultural
employer simply because it has engaged a supplier of labor.
Since the discriminatory acts were not specifically authorized or
directed by Sahara, Sahara's responsibility for the unfair labor
practices of the co-operative must be established under accepted
agency principles of "ratification" or "apparent authority".
Sahara was found to have ratified to discharges when its
supervisor, Fidel, learned what had occurred but failed to
disavow it.

Even absent ratification, Sahara was responsible

under the principle of apparent authority.

Fidel also supervised

the co-op's day-to-day operations and recruited many of its
members by referring them to the co-op's field foreman.

The

foreman had promised recruits employment doing the same work they
had previously done for Sahara as labor contractor employees if
they, in return, agreed to organize the co-operative to perform
services on Sahara's terms.

These facts would reasonably lead
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members to believe that their foreman was acting as an agent for
Sahara.
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IV

REMEDIES
Martori Brothers, 11 ALRB No. 26, concerned the
assessment of makewhole damages based on an earlier Board
decision (8 ALRB No. 23} that the employer had refused to bargain
in good faith.

Martori was a party to the Admiral Packing case

(7 ALRB No. 43) in which the Board found that the multi-employer
group, to which it belonged,l had engaged in surface bargainging,
due primarily to a false declaration that negotiations were at an
impasse.

The Admiral decision was reversed by the Court of

Appeals (Carl Joseph Maggio, Inc. v. ALRB (1984)
154 Cal.App.3d 40) which held that there had been a true
bargaining impasse.

The employer and the General Counsel both

filed motions arguing that the Board should reconsider its
Martori decision because it relied on the false impasse finding
in Admiral to conclude that Martori had bargained in bad faith.
In rejecting the argument, the Board noted that in assessing
Martori's conduct it had specifically relied on circumstances
different from those in Admiral, that Martori involved events
subsequent to those considered in Admiral, and that a Court of
Appeals had already summarily rejected Martori's petition for
appellate review of 8 ALRB No. 23.

Because the denial of the

lAlthough the employers bargained as a group, each individual
employer was free to accept or reject the results of the
negotiations.
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petition for review constitutes a decision on the merits, the
Board concluded that the principle of res judicata barred a
re-examination of 8 ALRB No. 23.
In fixing damages for the period in which Martori was
found to have acted in bad faith, the Board was confronted with
the fact that during this period employees worked in Arizona, as
well as California.

The Board determined that the additional

compensation required to make them whole for the losses they had
suffered as a result of their employer's bad faith should be
confined to time they worked in California because the union's
certification and, with it, the employer's bargaining obligation
was limited to California.
The Board also determined that the ALJ's reliance on the
UFW/Sun Harvest contract as comparable in calculating the
make-whole amounts was neither arbitrary, unreasonable or
inappropriate.

It was negotiated by the same union for employees

working in some of the same commodities and at some of the same
locations, and it was in effect during the makewhole period.

The

"comparable contracts" submitted by the employer were rejected
because there was no showing that they provided a more
appropriate standard for determining makewhole.
In McFarland Rose Production, 11 ALRB No. 34, the Board
similarly rejected the employer's arguments concerning makewhole
computations made by the Regional Director and approved by the
ALJ, utilizing the so-called Adam Dairy wage rates under which
basic wage differential was derived by comparing the Adam Dairy
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lowest hire-in rate with the employer's hire-in rate.2

Despite

the employer's argument that the bulk of the work force was
employed at greater than the hire-in rate, the Board found that
its use was neither arbitrary nor unreasonable since the employer
failed to demonstrate that the proportion of its employees
receiving the hire-in rate was less than it was in the Adam Dairy
survey.

The Board also rejected the employer's argument that the

hourly rate differential should not be applied to piece rate
workers because it determined that UFW contracts generally
provide that piece rates increase proportionally to hourly rates.
The Board also rejected the employer's suggestion that it use the
contract which the employer eventually finalized with the union,
finding that it would be improper to rely on an agreement which
was the outgrowth of years of bad faith negotiations.
The Adam Dairy method of computing the fringe benefit
component of the makewhole award, based on an automatic 15.7% of
the makewhole wage, was also used in McFarland.

While the method

to be used in calculating fringe benefits had been revised the
previous year in J.R. Norton (1984) 10 ALRB No. 42, the Board had
held that, due to the time and expense of revising calculations,
the Norton method would operate prospectively to cases which had
not yet been decided by ALJs and transferred to the Board.

The

Board went on the find -- as it had with "comparable contracts"
-- that the employer failed to demonstrate that the fringe

2The rates calculated in Adam Dairz (1978) 4 ALRB No. 24, were
based on a 1977 survey of 37 UFW contracts.
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benefit calculations utilizing the Adam Dairy formula were either
arbitrary or unreasonable.

It noted that the employer's own

survey of fringe benefits did not include companies with UFW
contracts.

Likewise, the employer failed to show that the use of

the piece rate wage to calculate the fringe benefit component was
artificially inflated, since the employer offered no proof that
piece rate workers earned substantially higher wages than hourly
paid employees.
Finally, the Board was required to determine the
duration of the makewhole period since the original order issued
in the liability phase was "open-ended"

<" ••• from

March 16, 1976

until such time as Respondent commences bargaining in good
faith .•.• ").

The Board noted that while the General Counsel's

role in compliance is not exclusively prosecutorial, he does bear
the initial burden of proving the extent to which an employer has
failed to comply with an outstanding Board order to bargain in
good faith.

The burden then shifts to the employer to

demonstrate that it had ceased to bargain in bad faith and to
establish any affirmative defenses, such as impasse or union bad
faith.
Viewing McFarland's post-hearing bargaining conduct in
the context of its overall history of bargaining, the Board found
that its bad faith persisted until the date to which the contract
eventually signed was made retroactive.

The Board stated that

the employer had pursued a consistent negotiating strategy of
obfuscation and delay.

This was evidenced by the admissions of

company officials and by the conduct of its negotiator, who
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interjected numerous "clarifications" of articles on which there
had been apparent agreement, clarifications which were actually
calculated to frustrate the negotiation process.

The Board thus

viewed the employer's post-hearing bargaining conduct as a
continuation of its previous strategy.

It rejected the

employer's contention that it was merely engaged in "hard
bargaining" and noted that a party's compliance with its
bargaining obligation is not to be determined simply by the
nature and scope of its concessions.

The Board found that the

eventual execution of a contract was due more to the employer's
imminent closure than to the commencement of bona fide
bargaining.
In the portion of the case involving the assessment of
backpay for those workers who had been discriminatorily
discharged, the Board held that offers of reinstatement made to
the union rather than to the discriminatees were inadequate to
toll McFarland's backpay liability.

The employer's casual

reference during the negotiations to sending of recall letters,
which the discriminatees denied receiving, did not constitute an
affirmative offer of reinstatement.
In Tex-Cal Land Management, Inc., 11 ALRB No. 28, the
Board departed from its customary practice of waiting until the
compliance phase of a case to determine the duration of
make whole.

As described in the Unfair Labor Practice section of

this Report, the Court of Appeal had remanded the case to the
Board to determine whether the employer acted in good faith when
it refused to execute a negotiated agreement.
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The Board, after

finding bad faith, fixed the makewhole period at one month -- the
span of time during which the employer offered no explanation as
to why it had rejected the proposed agreement.

Thereafter, good

faith bargaining resumed when the employer specified its problems
with the proposal, offered counterproposals, and resumed a
regular course of negotiating.
Sam Andrews' Sons, 11 ALRB No. 29, involved labor camp
access.

Upon remand from the Court of Appeals, the employer

suggested certain restrictions on the time, place and number of
union representatives taking access.

The Board rejected those

suggestions and declared that the unrestricted access provided
for in its original decision was appropriate.

The employer's

professed concern to maintain "production or discipline" was
irrelevant since no work was being performed at the camp.

Time

restrictions on access could be imposed only during those hours
when workers were sleeping or actually at work.

An argument

based on the employer's desire to protect the "rights of ••• camp
residents who did not wish to be disturbed by outsiders" had
already been rejected repeatedly by the courts and the Board as a
rationale for limiting camp access.

Similarly, restrictions

aimed at protecting the privacy of camp residents were also
rejected.
Because labor camp access involves different
considerations than field access and because constitutional
privacy considerations are at stake when workers are in their own
living quarters, the Board held that it would limit the number of
organizers permitted to be present only when such limitations
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were reasonably designed to prevent an actual threat, such as
overcrowding, to the employer's property interests.

It therefore

allowed the number of organizers permitted to be limited to a
maximum of six for a room with sixty bunks.

The Board also held

that requiring access takers to wear identification badges or to
register in advance with the employer would unduly interfere with
the right of residents to meet privately with organizers without
fear of surveillance.

Nonresidents could be asked to identify

themselves and state their purpose, but only for
nondiscriminatory security reasons.
In UFW (Giles Breaux), 11 ALRB No. 32, the Board
re-examined a settlement agreement which it had previously
approved involving employees who refused to make required
payments to the UFW for Citizen's Participation Day.

The

re-examination was prompted by Supreme Court decisions at the
State and Federal levels on the question of utilizing union dues
for political purposes, as opposed to purposes related to the
union's role as bargaining representative.
San Jose Teachers' Association v.

Superior Court (1985)

38 Cal.3d 839; Ellis v. Brotherhood of Railway, Airline and
Steamship Clerks (1984)

U.S.

[116 LRRM 2001].

The original settlement agreement provided for the
implementation of a procedure by which objecting employees could
apply for a rebate of that portion of dues which they believed
would be spent on political activities, and those funds would
then be placed in an interest-bearing escrow account.

The Board

found that the settlement complied with the constitutional and
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statutory guidelines establishes by the U.S.

Supreme Court in

Ellis and in the previous ALRB decision on the issue
(UFW (Jesus Conchola) (1980) 6 ALRB No. 16.)

However, the Board

did modify the agreement by requiring the return of rebated funds
within one year of payment and by deleting unduly restrictive
time limits on the filing of objections to the use of funds.

The

Board went on to say that it would be premature for it to
consider the legitimacy of specific uses of the funds at this
time.

Only after a member paid dues, complied with the rebate

procedure, and was dissatisfied with the union's determination,
would it review the matter to determine whether the standards
formulated and applied by the union violated statutory or
constitutional requirements.
In Laflin and Laflin, 12 ALRB No. 6, the Board, pursuant
to appellate court remand, reconsidered a previously issued
remedial order arising out of the employer's unlawful failure to
maintain and furnish to a list of the names and street addresses
of its then-current employees to a petitioning union.

The Board

held that certain provisions of its order warranted revision:
The provision compelling the employer to furnish a correct name
and address list, because it conflicts with the regulation
providing that such a list need only be furnished after the
filing of a Notice of Intent to Organize: the provision for
reading the Board notice on company time, because it contained no
restriction on the number of such readings or on the question and
answer periods which were to follow; and lastly, the provision
granting the union work site access, because it would not be an
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appropriate means of rectifying a violation involving the denial
of addresses which the union needed to make home visits.
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v
LITIGATION
A.

INTRODUCTION
In fiscal year 1985-1986, the courts issued 36 ALRB-related

decisions.

Of these 36, three were issued by the State Supreme

Court, 31 issued from the Court of Appeal, one issued from a
United States District Court, and one was decided by the United
States Court of Appeals.

Of the 34 determinations by the state

appellate courts, 32 concerned petitions for review of ALRB
decisions pursuant to Labor code section 1160.8.
Twenty-three new petitions were filed by parties during the
fiscal year, seeking review of 22 unfair labor practice decisions.
Of these, 18 were filed by employers,

1

four by a labor

lwilliam Dal Porto & Sons, Inc. (1985) 11 ALRB No. 13;
West Foods, Inc. (1985) 11 ALRB No. 17; The Garin Company (1985) 11
ALRB No. 18; Clark Produce, Inc. (1985) 11 ALRB No. 19; John
Elmore Farms (1985) 11 ALRB No. 22 (two separate petitions by
employers); Sequoia Orange Co. (1985) 11 ALRB No. 21; Sahara
Packing Company (1985) 11 ALRB No. 24; Martori Brothers (1985) 11
ALRB No. 26; West Coast Dairy (1985) 11 ALRB No. 30; McFarland
Rose <1985) 11 ALRB No. 34; Vessey & Company, Inc. (1985) 11 ALRB
No. 35; D. Papagni Fruit Co. (1985) 11 ALRB No. 38; Kirschenman
Enterprises, Inc. (1986) 12 ALRB No. 2; Mario Saikhon, Inc. (1986)
12 ALRB No. 4; v. B. Zaninovich & Sons (1986) 12 ALRB No. 5; Joe
G. Fanucchi & Sons (1986) 12 ALRB No. 8; and Muranaka Farms (1986)
12 ALRB No. 9.
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In addition to these petitions to review final decisions and
orders of the Board, three "petitions for review" were filed
seeking judicial review of non-final decisions of the Board. 4

By

the close of the fiscal year, two of the three had been dismissed
f or 1 ac k o f

B.

.

.
5
. d'~ct~on.

JUr~s

THE CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURT
In this fiscal year, the Supreme Court decided three cases

involving decisions and orders of the Board.

2sam Andrews' Sons (1985) 11 ALRB No. 29; Tex-Cal Land
Management, Inc. (1985) 11 ALRB No. 31; T. Ito & Sons Farms {1985)
11 ALRB No. 36; and an ALRB-approved settlement concerning Abatti
Farms, Inc. (1984) 10 ALRB No. 40.
3 United Farm Workers (Giles Breaux, et al.)
No. 32.

(1985) 11 ALRB

4Rigi Agricultural Services, Inc. v. ALRB, 1 Civ. A033325
(Oiv 3); United Farm Workers v. ALRB (Abatti), 4 Civ. 0004010
(Oiv. 1); and Francisco Sosa v. ALRB, 4 Civ. E003303 (Oiv. 2).
5Rigi Agricultural Services, Inc. v. ALRB, 1 Civ. A033325
(dissmissed Nov. 27, 1985); United Farm Workers v. ALRB (Abatti),
4 Civ. 0004010 (dismissed Feb. 13, 1986). The Francisco Sosa
case (4 Civ. E003303) was dismissed after the close of the fiscal
year.
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In Harry Carian Sales v. Agricultural Labor Relations Bd. 6 '
the Court reviewed the Board's decision and order in Harry Carian
Sales <1980} 6 ALRB No. 55.

That is the only case to date in

which the Board haS ordered an employer to bargain in the absence
of a union election victory, having found that the employer had
engaged in a "pervasive" and "outrageous" pattern of unlawful
conduct which prevented a free election and which would have a
strong and lasting impact on the workforce.

The Court held that

all of the Board's unfair labor practice findings were supported
by substantial evidence, and that the bargaining order issued by
the Board was appropriate under the circumstances, noting that
such orders are permissible under federal precedent and that the
legislative history underlying the Agricultural Labor Relations
Act does not suggest any intent by the Legislature to eliminate
such a remedy from the Board's arsenal.

The Court reemphasized

that the ALRB has very broad remedial discretion, and that it is
the Board, rather than the General Counsel, which decides how best
to expunge the effects of an unfair labor practice.

Thus, the

Board is not limited by the remedial measures prayed for in the
administrative complaint.

Finally, the Court held that reviewing

courts should not consider events subsequent to the employer's
unfair labor practices in determining the propriety of the Board's
bargaining order.

6(1985} 39 Cal.3d 209.
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In George Arakelian Farms, Inc. v. Agricultural Labor
7
Relations Bd. ' the Court considered an ALRB election
certification (George Arakelian Farms, Inc. (1978) 4 ALRB No. 6)
and the subsequent unfair labor practice decisions and order
resulting from the employer's refusal to bargain with the
certified labor organization.
(1978) 4 ALRB

No~

(George Arakelian Farms, Inc.

53; as reconsidered on remand in George

Arakelian Farms, Inc. (1980) 6 ALRB No. 28.)

The Court upheld the

Board's unfair labor practice decision and enforced the remedial
order in its entirety.

In addition, the Court stated that the

doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies applies to ALRB
proceedings and presents a jurisdictional prerequisite to judicial
review.

Thus, the employer's failure to request Board review of

the Executive Secretary's dismissal of various election objections
precluded the employer from challenging those rulings in the
reviewing court.

The Court agreed that the Board's regulation,

not the Code of Civil Procedure, governs the computation of time
limits for filing documents with the ALRB, and the Court approved
the Board's standard for deciding when to set aside an election
due to Board agent bias or the appearance of such bias.

Finally,

the Court enforced the Board's makewhole award to injured workers,
noting that the ALRB's two-prong approach to the makewhole

7(1985} 40 Cal.3d 654
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issue

8

fully accords with the guidelines set forth by the Court

in J. R. Norton Co. v. Agricultural Labor Relations Bd. (1979} 26
Cal.3d 1.
In Lindeleaf v. Agricultural Labor Relations Bd. 9 ' the
Court had occasion to review another election case (Robert J.
Lindeleaf (1982} 8 ALRB No. 22) and the unfair labor practice
decision and order which followed the employer's refusal to
bargain.

(Robert J. Lindeleaf (1983) 9 ALRB No. 35.}

The Court upheld the Board's certification decision, observing
that none of the employer's objections was "remotely meritorious"
and that the objections were properly dismissed without a hearing
because Lindeleaf had failed to support them with sufficient
evidence to make a prima facie showing that the election was
invalid.

The Court also upheld the ALRB's regulations governing

selection of Investigative Hearing Examiners (!HE's) and
delegating to such IHE's the task of conducting representation
.
hear~ngs

10
.
.
an d ~ssu~ng
propose d f'~n d'~ngs.

.
In a dd'~t~on,
t he

Lindeleaf decision repeats the principle that a party to ALRB
proceedings is deemed to have waived its right to judicial
8rn cases involving technical refusals to bargain, the
board asks two questions concerning the employer's decision to
seek court review of the election certification: (1) was the
employer's litigation posture reasonable, in light of the record
facts, applicable legal precedent, and the standards for judicial
review; and (2) did the employer pursue its challenge in good
faith.
If both questions are answered in the affirmative, then
makewhole compensation will not be awarded.
(See J. R. Norton Co.
(1980) 6 ALRB No. 26.)
9(1986} 41 Cal.3d 861
lOsee Cal. Admin. Code, tit. 8, section 20370.
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consideration of any issues or objections which were not first
raised to the Board.

Finally, the Court affirmed the Board's

findings of an unlawful refusal to bargain and enforced the
Board's remedial order -- including makewhole compensation to
workers who suffered losses as a result of Lindeleaf's bargaining
violation -- agreeing with the Board that Lindeleaf's continued
post-certification challenge to the election reflected an
unreasonable litigation posture.
In this fiscal year, the Supreme Court also granted the
Board's petitions for review in three cases following decisions of
the Court of Appeal; two concerned the nature and appealability
of superior court enforcement orders obtained by the Board under
Labor Code section 1160.8,

11

and the third concerned the extent, if

any, that an agricultural employer/landlord can limit the
visitation rights of employees/tenants residing in a company labor
camp.

12

The latter case is a proceeding to review an ALRB unfair

labor practice decision and remedial order.

13

The Court had not

decided any of these cases by the close of the fiscal year.
In San Justo Ranch/Wyrick Farms v. ALRB,

13A

the Supreme

llTex-Cal Land Mgmt v. Agricultural Labor Relations Bd. (5
Civ. F004465) and Agricultural Labor Relations Bd. v. Superior
Ct. (5 Civ. F005080), both formerly published at 168 Cal.App.3d
1046 and now consolidated in the Supreme Court (SF 24916).
12sam Andrews' Sons v. Agricultural Labor Relations Bd. <2
Civ. B004720), formerly published at 170 Cal.App.3d 190 (now
Supreme Ct. No. LA 32129.).
13see Sam Andrews' Sons (1984) 10 ALRB No. 11.
13A! Civ. A024698 (May 23, 1986.)
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Court granted the employer's petition following summary denial in
Division Five of the Court of Appeal for the First Appellate
District.

The case was transferred back to the Court of Appeal to

examine whether the employer's refusal to bargain justified an
award of makewhole compensation to employees injured by the
violation.
In another case, the Court retransferred a review case back
to the Court of Appeal, after having granted the Board's petition
.
. a pr1or
.
f.1sca 1 year. 14
f or rev1ew
1n

The Court of Appeal was

directed to reconsider the ALRB's unfair labor practice
• •
d ec1s1on

15 • 1 • ht f th S
•
•
•
1n 1g
o
e upreme Court I s op1n1on
1n
George

Arakelian Farms v. Agricultural Labor Relations Bd. (1985) 40
Cal.3d 654, described above.
In three other cases, the Court ordered publication or
depublication of Court of Appeal Decisions while refusing to
review the merits of the cases.
In Holtville Farms v. ALRB,

16

the Court of Appeal had

summarily denied the employer's petition for review of Holtville
Farms, Inc.

(1984) 10 ALRB No. 13, but had issued an unusually

long and detailed explanation along with the order denying review.
The employer then sought Supreme Court review, while the Board

14George Arakelian Farms v. ALRB (LA 31895).
15George Arakelian Farms <1982) 8 ALRB No. 36.
l64 Civ. D001423.
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asked that the Court of Appeal's explanation be published in the
official reports.

The Supreme Court denied Holtville's petition

' t 1on
'
'
'
17
an d or d ere d pu bl 1ca
o f t h e 1 ower cour t I s op1n1on.
In Abatti Farms v. ALRB, 18 the Court of Appeal had reversed
the Board on review of Abatti Farms, Inc., et al.
No. 70.

(1983} 9 ALRB

The Supreme Court denied the Board's subsequent petition

for review, but ordered depublication of the Court of Appeal's
. .
19
op1n1on.
Finally, the Court again ordered depublication of an adverse
Court of Appeal opinion in Abatti Farms Inc. v. Agricultural Labor
Relations Board, 20

wherein Division One of the Fourth Appellate

District had rejected the "daily formula" used by the Board to
calculate backpay for 13 discriminatees, deeming that formula
inappropriate under the facts presented.

21

Real party in

interest (the UFW) then filed a petition for Supreme Court review,
asking the Court to reverse the Court of Appeal and to affirm the
Board's backpay decision in its entirety.

The ALRB opposed the

UFW's petition, urging the high court not to review the Court of
Appeal's decision.

The Supreme Court ultimately denied the UFW's

petition, but depublished the Court of Appeal's opinion.
17see Holtville Farms, Inc. v. Agricultural Labor Relations
Bd. (1985} 168 Cal.App.3d 388.
l84 Civ. D001622, formerly published at 167 Cal.App.3d
435.
19The effect of depublication is that the opinion can no
longer be cited or relied on as precedent in other actions.
Rules of Court, rule 977.)
204 Civ. No. 31333, formerly published at 176 Cal.App.3d
1069.
2lsee Abatti Farms, Inc., (1983) 9 ALRB No. 59.
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(Cal.

C.

REVIEW OF BOARD DECISIONS IN THE COURTS OF APPEAL
The intermediate appellate courts issued decisions in 29

cases, on review of a total of 26 Board decisions, in Fiscal Year
1985-86.
1.

Decisions Summarily Denying Petitions for Review. 22

As has been the Board's experience over the years, most
appellate court decisions sustaining Board orders were in the form
of "summary denials" of petitions for review.

This procedure

which does not imply cursory treatment by the reviewing court 23
-- was approved by the Supreme Court in Tex-Cal Land Management,

22In five additional cases, involving four ALRB
decisions, petitions for review were dismissed by the courts of
appeal during Fiscal Year 1985-86 for reasons unrelated to the
merits of the Agency's decision.
In Mario Saikhon, Inc. v. ALRB,
4 Civ. D002469, the court dismissed the petition because an---administrative disqualification order is not a proper subject for
review under Labor Code section 1160.8.
(See Mario Saikhon, Inc.
(1984) 10 ALRB No. 46.)
In Holtville Farms v. ALRB, 6 Civ.
H000288, the petition was dismissed at the employer's request,
pursuant to a settlement agreement.
(See Holtville Farms, Inc.,
et al. (1984) 10 ALRB No. 49.)
In Rigi Agricultural Services v.
ALRB, 1 Civ. A033325, the petition was "denied" before the
administrative record had been filed, when the employer had
conceded to the court that the Board decision in question was not
a final order subject to review.
(See Rigi Agricultural
Services, Inc. (1985) 11 ALRB No. 27.)
In Abatti Produce Inc. v.
ALRB, 4 Civ. D002334, the court granted Abatti's request for
dismissal over the UFW's opposition. Finally, the court also
dismissed a related petition in UFW v. ALRB (Abatti), 4 Civ.
D004010, on the ground that the Board's denial of the union's
motion for reconsideration was not a final order subject to
review.
(See Abatti Farms, Inc. (1984) 10 ALRB No. 40.)
23see Holtville Farms, Inc. v. Agricultural Labor
Relations Bd. (1985) 168 Cal.App.3d 388, 390.
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Inc. v. Agricultural Labor Relations Bd.

24

A decision summarily

denying a petition for review constitutes a ruling on the
merits. 25 /

In fiscal year 1985-1986, the Court of Appeal

summarily denied petitions in 17 Cases.

26

Three of these denials

were accompanied by written court opinions; they will be
described in more detail below.
2.

27

Published Opinions

Four review cases resulted in appellate court decisions which
were certified for publication though the Supreme Court later
ordered depublication of one of them.

28

A fifth published

opinion from the Court of Appeal was automatically vacated when
24(1979) 24 Cal.3d 335.
25Agricultural Labor Relations Bd. v. Abatti Produce, Inc.
(1985) 168 Cal.App.3d 504, 512; Consumers Lobby, Etc. v. Public
Utilities Commission (1979) 25 Cal.3d 891, 901.
26ukegawa Bros. v. ALRB (1985) 4 Civ. 28609 (8 ALRB No.
90); Visalia Citrus Packers v. ALRB (1985) 5 Civ. F004892 <10
ALRB No. 44); Ukegawa Bros. v. ALRB (1985) 4 Civ. 28999 (9 ALRB
No. 26); Ventura County Fruit Growers v. ALRB (1985) 2 Civ. B008415
(10 ALRB No. 45); Arco Seed Co. v. ALRB (1985) 4 Civ. D002734 (11
ALRB No. 1); Pioneer Nursery v. ALRB (1985) 5 Civ. F004379 (10
ALRB No. 30); Lu-Ette Farms v. ALRB (1985) 4 Civ. D002964 (11 ALRB
No. 4); Gagosian Farms v. ALRB (1985) 5 Civ. F004638 (10 ALRB No.
39); Kyutoku Nursery v. ALRB {1986) 1 Civ. A020090 {8 ALRB No. 73);
UFW v. ALRB (Andrews) (1986) 1 Civ A022753 ( 9 ALRB No. 21); Sahara
Faeking v. ALRB (1986) 2 Civ. B017027 (11 ALRB No. 24); Adamek &
Dessert v. ALRB (1986) 4 Civ. D002985 (11 ALRB No. 8); UFW v. ALRB
(Adamek) (1986) 4 Civ. D003006 (11 ALRB No. 8); Sumner Feek v.---ALRB {1986) 5 Civ. F004189 {10 ALRB No. 24); Robert Witt Ranch v.
ALRB (1986) 2 Civ. B016846 (11 ALRB No. 22); Elmore, Kudu, Inc. v.
ALRB (1986) 2 Civ. B016847 (11 ALRB No. 22); Grow Art v. ALRB
(1986) 1 Civ. A025429 (9 ALRB No. 67).
-27Adamek & Dessert v. ALRB (1986) 4 Civ. D002985 (11 ALRB
No. 8), 178 Cal.App.3d-g?Q; UFW v. ALRB (Adamek) (1986) 4 Civ.
D003006 (11 ALRB No. 8) 178 Cal.App.3d 970; and Sumner Peck v.
ALRB {1986} 5 Civ. F004189 (10 ALRB No. 24).
28Abatti Farms, Inc. v. ALRB (1986) 4 Civ. D001084 (9 ALRB
No. 59), formerly published at 176 Cal.App.3d 1069.
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the Board's petition for Supreme Court review was granted. 29
In Sam Andrews' Sons v. ALRB 30 the Court of Appeal for the
Second Appellate District, Division Two, reviewed the Board's
decision and order in 10 ALRB No. 11.

The court upheld the

Board's finding that Andrews had unlawfully denied its employees'
rights to receive union organizers in their labor camp homes.
However, the court went on to hold that an employer can deny union
access to workers' homes "if other reasonable access to the
workers and other available means of communication between the
union representatives and workers exists."

31
Relying on Sam

Andrews' Sons v. ALRB (1984) 162 Cal.App.3d 923, the court
determined that the Board's remedial order -- which required
Andrews to cease interfering with labor camp access and to permit
limited worksite access -- was impermissibly overbroad.

The court

also set aside the ALRB's award of attorney fees to the charging
party.

As noted above, this Court of Appeal decision was vacated

when, on November 20, 1985, the Supreme Court agreed to review the
case.

The Supreme Court heard oral arguments in thia matter on

April 7, 1986, but had not yet issued a decision at the close of
the fiscal year.

32

29sam Andrews' Sons v. ALRB (1985) 2 Div B004720 <10 ALRB
No. 11), formerly published at 170 Cal.App.3d 190 (Now Supreme
Court No. LA 32129.)
302 Civ. B004720 (July 17, 1985).
176 Cal.App.3d 1069.

Formerly published at

31Though this holding would have some legal basis if it had
concerned worksite access, it directly contradicts binding
precedent concerning the circumstances of this case: namely,
access to employees' residences.
(See Vista Verde Farms v. ALRB
(1981) 29 Cal.3d 307, 317; United Farm Workers of America v.
Superior Court (Buak Fruit Co.) (1975) 14 Cal.3d 902, 910.)
32L.A. 32129.
45

. . .
In F &P Growers Assn. v. ALRB, 33 D1v1s1on
Four o f t h e

s econ d

Appellate District reviewed the Board's decision and order in 10
ALRB No. 28.

The court upheld the ALRB's determination that F&P

committed independent violations of Labor Code sections 1153(a)
and 1153(e) when, afier initially refusing to bargain with the
34 1t
.
. a 1 so d en1e
. d pos t -cer t'f'
cer t 1'f'1ed un1on,
1 1ca t'1on access t o
union representatives and refused to provide the union with
information about crew locations.

The Board's remedial order was

enforced in its entirety.
35
. ' '
0 ne o f
I n Ab a t t1. F arms, I nc. v. ALRB,
DlVlSlon

t h e F curt h

Appellate District considered the Board's decision and order in 9
ALRB No. 59.

The Board had determined backpay amounts for 13

discriminatees based on the "daily formula" -- whereby interim
earnings by a discriminatee on any day during the backpay period
are subtracted from the amount he would have earned on that
day if he were still in the employ of the wrongdoer.

The court

annulled these awards and remanded holding that the discriminatees
had been steady, year-round workers with Abatti, and that the ALRB
should therefore have used the "quarterly formula" applied by the
NLRB. 36

The court remanded the case to the Board on this basis,

33(1985) 172 Cal.App.3d 1127.
34see F&P Growers Assn. v. ALRB (1985) 168 Cal.App.3d 667.
354 Civ. 31333 (1986), formerly published at 176 Cal.App.3d
1069.
36under the quarterly formula, interim earnings on any
given day are subtracted from the wrongdoer's gross backpay
obligation for that calendar quarter.
(See F.W. Woolworth Company
(1950) 90 NLRB 289.)
46

though it went on to uphold various additional ALRB findings
concerning discriminatees' injuries, disability, capital losses,
and participation in a strike, and to overturn the Board's
determination that one worker had not received a valid offer of
reinstatement.

As noted above, the Supreme Court denied the UFW's

subsequent petition

for review on April 17, 1986, but ordered

that the Court of Appeal's opinion be depublished.
In Adamek & Dessert, Inc. v. ALRB,

37

Division One of the

Fourth Appellate District disposed of two petitions seeking review
of 11 ALRB No. 8, one filed by the UFw
Adamek.

39

38

and the other by

Both petitions were summarily denied, but the court

issued a published decision explaining its reasoning.

The Board

had certified the UFW as bargaining representative over Adamek's
objection that its workforce was at less than 50 percent of peak
employment during the payroll period preceding the election
petition.

40

When Adamek refused to

bargain, the Board found it

in violation of Labor Code section 1153{e), but did not require it

37(1986) 178 Cal.App.3d 970.
384 Civ. D003006.
394 Civ. D002985.
40tab. Code sec. 1156.3(a).
Inc. {1982) 8 ALRB No. 27.

See Also Adamek & Dessert,

47

to compensate workers' resultant losses because the peak
employment issue was both complex and novel.

The Court of Appeal

ruled that neither the Board's certification nor its decision to
deny makewhole relief was an abuse of discretion.

The court

further held that the Board's extension of the union's
certification was an appropriate remedy.

However, in reviewing

the Board's method of evaluating whether the peak employment
requirement has been met, the court stated that the "average daily
employment" approach used by the Board, while perhaps permissible
for estimating the employer's peak payroll period, could not
properly be used to determine the number of workers in the
eligibility period-- i.e., the "number .•• currently employed •.• as
determined from [the] payroll immediately preceding the filing of
the [election] petition." (Lab. Code sec.
3.

1156.3{a)(l).)

Unpublished Opinions

The Courts of Appeal issued seven

op~n~ons

during the fiscal

41
year which were not certified for publication.
42
In Mario Saikhon, Inc., et al. v. ALRB,
the employer had
petitioned for review of a Board order disqualifying former ALRB
agent Adolfo Rodriguez from assisting Saikhon in calculating its
backpay obligations under an unfair labor practice remedial award
(8 ALRB No. 88) because he had investigated the underlying charges

41An op~n~on which is not certified for publication (or a
certified opinion which is later ordered depublished) can have no
precedential value in any other case.
(California Rules of Court,
Rule 977.)
424 Civ. 0002469 (Sept. 20, 1986)
48

on behalf of the ALRB.

(See 10 ALRB No. 46.>

43

The Board moved

to dismiss Saikhon's petition, arguing that its disqualification
order is not a "final order" subject to review under Labor Code
section 1160.8.

The Court of Appeal for the Fourth Appellate

District, Division One, granted the Board's motion and dismissed
the petition.

The court expressly agreed that the ALRB order

prohibiting Rodriguez' participation was not subject to direct
review under section 1160.8, observing that the Board had issued
the order not under its special powers vested in it by the ALRA to
adjudicate and remedy unfair labor practices, but under the
general authority conferred upon administrative agencies by
Government Code sections 87400-87404.

Hence, the court held that

such a disqualification order would be subject to review in superior
court through administrative mandamus or other appropriate writ.
The Board's remedial order in 10 ALRB No. 1 was considered
and annulled by the Fifth Appellate District in Jack or Marian
Radovich v. ALRB.

44

The case involved an isolated inquiry by a

supervisor to a crew member about whether the worker and his wife
wanted a union.

The Board had initially found this to be an

unlawful interrogation in the context of several other unfair
labor practices by Radovich;

however, all the surrounding

violations were later reconsidered by the Board and dismissed, so
only this interrogation survived.

The Court of Appeal determined

that, because the question carne during an active decertification

43see Cal. Admin. Code, tit. 8, sec. 20800; Gov. Code sec.
87400 et seq.
44s civ. F002407 (Sept. 26, 1986>.
49

campaign, wherein union representatives were permitted in the
fields "almost constantly", because the worker questioned was
quite familiar with the supervisor and rode to work with him
daily, and because there were no other unfair labor practices in
evidence, the inquiry must be deemed an "isolated, innocuous"
question which could not reasonably tend to interfere with
employees' organizational rights.
In J.R. Norton Company v. ALRB, 45 Division Two of the Fourth
Appellate District was asked to review the ALRB's interim order in
10 ALRB No. 42.

There, the Board had -- in the context of an

ongoing compliance proceeding -- clarified the proper formula for
calculating makewhole relief and remanded the matter to an
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) for preparation of further
calculations and taking of further evidence.

Norton sought court

review without waiting for a final Board order, and the General
Counsel filed an amicus curiae brief in support of.Norton's
petition.

The Court of Appeal partly affirmed and partly annulled

the Board's order, modifying the Board's remand directions to
permit the parties to present any relevant evidence or argument
when the ongoing administrative proceedings resumed.
In Ben and Jerry Nakasawa v. ALRB, 46 Division One of the
Fourth Appellate District reviewed the Board's decision and order
at 10 ALRB No. 48, affirming the Board's findings and remedies,
with minor exceptions.

The Court upheld the Board's central

finding that the employer had discriminatorily denied employment

454 Civ. E001505 (Nov. 26, 1985).
464 Civ. D002623 {Feb. 3, 1986).
50

to certain employees because they engaged in protected concerted
activities.

The court also affirmed the Board's finding that

Nakasawa Farms and B. J.
employer.

Hay Harvesting constitute a single

Finally, the court rejected the employer's contention

that it had been deprived of its due process rights by the failure
of the General Counsel to turn over to it a tape recording of a
conversation between Jerry Nakasawa and one of the discriminatees.
The court modified the remedial order, in a manner suggested by
the Board, by (1) striking a reference to section ll53(c), (2)
correcting a clerical error, and (3) annulling a finding that
section ll53(d) was violated with respect to three employees,
since the complaint had made no mention of their discharges and
the issues were not fully litigated.

Finally, the court remanded

the order to the Board because one of the workers listed in the
Board's order was not mentioned as a discriminatee in the body of
the Board's decision.
In Abatti Produce, Inc. v. ALRB

47

Division One of the Fourth

Appellate District dismissed the employer's petition to review 10
ALRB No. 40, it had negotiated a unilateral settlement of the
matter with the General Counsel, and the Board had approved the
terms of the settlement over the objections of the charging party
(UFW).

In permitting dismissal of Abatti's petition, the court

noted that it had exclusive jurisdiction over the case once the
administrative record had been Lodged,

474 Civ. D002334 (Feb. 13, 1986).
48see Lab. Code sec. 1160.3, 1160.8.

51

48

but that the parties

were still free to pursue settlements.

However, the court held

that (1) petitions could not be dismissed except upon the court's
approval, and (2) the Board is without jurisdiction to issue a
final order approving settlement until the court has actually
dismissed the petition.

The court further observed that once the

ALRB did issue a final order ratifying a settlement, any aggrieved
party would have the right to petition for review of that order in
the Court of Appeal.
In Bruce Church, Inc. v. ALRB,

49

the Fifth Appellate

District reviewed the Board's decision at 9 ALRB No. 74, wherein
Church was found to have engaged in several per se violations of
its bargaining duty, in unlawful refusals to reinstate strikers,
and in an overall pattern of surface bargaining.

In finding this

latter unfair labor practice, the Board placed particular emphasis
on Church's apparent unwillingness to acknowledge the legitimate
role of its workers' certified bargaining representative.

The

Court of Appeal annulled the Board's order, primarily on the
basis of the court's contrary findings (1) that the UFW had itself
"engaged in bad faith bargaining until November 1979", (2) that
Church's positions were genuinely and sincerely held, (3) that
under the circumstances, Church had "little choice" but to make
unilateral changes in wages, medical plan, and gas allowance in
July 1979, and (4) that Church was not bargaining in bad faith up
to February 5, 1980.

The court remanded the case to the Board to

determine whether, in light of the court's findings, the parties
were at bona fide impasse when Church made further unilateral
49s Civ. F003587 (Mar. 11, 1986).
52

charges in late February and September 1980.
In Sumner Peck Ranch, Inc. v. ALRB,

51

50

the Court of Appeal

for the Fifth Appellate District summarily denied Peck's petition
for review, but issued a seven-page unpublished opinion to
explain a part of its reasoning.

In the underlying Board decision,

10 ALRB No. 24, Peck was held to be the successor of Roberts
Farms, Inc. for collective bargaining purposes, and was found
guilty of several unfair labor practices, including bad faith
"surface" bargaining, discharging strikers, and discriminatorily
refusing to rehire seniority workers who had engaged in a
protected protest of onerous working conditions.

The Court of

Appeal's brief opinion focused on only one issue, agreeing with
the Board that the NLRB's Screen Print
precedent under the ALRA.

53

52

doctrine is applicable

In Screen Print, which had been

expressly adopted by the Board in an earlier unfair labor practice
decision,

54

"the NLRB held that by bargaining with a union, an

employer waives its right to challenge a union's certification." 55

50Real party UFW's petition for Supreme Court review was
denied on June 20, 1986.
5ls Civ. F004189.

(Mar 14, 1986).

52screen Print Corp. (1965) 151 NLRB 1266.
53Labor Code section 1148 directs the Board to follow
"applicable precedents" of the National Labor Relations Act.
54Grow-Art (1983) 9 ALRB No. 67, pp.6-7.
55sumner Peck Ranch, Inc. v. ALRB, supra, slip opn. at
p. 3.

53

The Sumner Peck court rejected Peck's claim that the ALRA's
restriction of employer participation in the choice of workers'
. t ru 1 e
. .
represen t a t.1ves 56 ren d ered th e s creen p r1n
b arga1n1ng
inapplicable.
Finally, in Vessey and Company, Inc. v. ALRB,

57

...
D1v1s1on One

of the Fourth Appellate District reviewed 11 ALRB No. 3, wherein
the Board found that Vessey had unlawfully denied reinstatement to
some 53 economic strikers.

The court affirmed the Board's

findings that the strikers had made a valid unconditional offer
to return to work, and that none of the alleged strike violence
cited by Vessey would justify its refusal to rehire.

The Board's

remedial order was enforced in full, with the court clarifying
that Vessey would have the opportunity, in compliance proceedings,
to offer evidence concerning when job openings existed for the 53
strikers whose offer to return was discriminatorily rejected.
D.

OTHER LITIGATION
In addition to appellate review of Board decisions, the ALRB

is frequently involved in other litigation related, directly or
indirectly, to the Agency's operations.

Such litigation

constituted a significant portion of the workload of the
Solicitor's Office during this fiscal year, and resulted in one
decision from the u.s. Court of Appeals, one decision from a
federal district court, two decisions from the California Court of
Appeal, and five decisions in the superior courts.
56see Lab Code sec. 1153(f), 1156.3, 1156.7.
574 Civ. D002914 (Apr. 4, 1986).
54

1.

U.S. Court of Appeals For The Ninth Circuit

In Martori Bros. Distributors et al. v. James-Massengale,

58

Court of Appeals considered four employers'59 claims that the
Board's inclusion of fringe benefits as part of lost "pay" in its
makewhole calculations is forbidden by ERISA,

60

which preempts

any state laws which "relate to" employee benefit plans.

The

appellate court agreed with the district court that the fringe
benefit aspects of ALRB makewhole orders are not preempted by
ERISA, noting (1) that makewhole relief does not fall within the
four general categories of state laws in which ERISA-preemption
typically occurs; (2) that makewhole is but a compensatory damage
award, which does not require any change in existing plans; (3)
that makewhole awards do not create new ERISA-covered benefit
plans, as the employers had contended; (4) that makewhole
compensation does not "purport to regulate" ERISA plans; and (5)
that Congress did not intend to preempt mere reference by the
ALRB to benefit plans in comparable contracts.

In addressing

whether the district court should have dismissed the
ERISA-premption complaint at the outset under federal abstention
principles,

61

the court held that California's interest in

58(9th Cir. 1986) 781 F.2d 1349, amended 791 F.2d 799,
cert den. <11/10/86) __u.s.
59The federal plaintiffs included Martori Bros., O.P.
Murphy & Sons, J.R. Norton Co., and Mario Saikhon, Inc.
60Employee Retirement Income Security Act, 29 U.S.C. sec
1001 et seq.
6lsee Younger v. Harris <1971) 401 u.s. 37.

55

the

fostering peaceful agricultural labor relations was not
sufficiently vital to require federal courts to abstain in favor
- ongo1ng
.
state procee d'1ngs. 62

o~

2.

U.S. District Court

On September 19, 1985, the District Court for the Southern
District of California issued a decision concerning the
constitutionality of Labor Code section 1153{c). In Beltran v.
63 the court ruled on the parties' cross-motions for
State of Cal.,
summary judgment, agreeing with the plaintiff agricultural workers
that section 1153(c) is an unconstitutional abridgment of their
First Amendment rights to the extent that it permits private
parties to agree that union membership in good standing, as
defined by the union, is a required condition of employment.
The court ruled that the California doctrines of claim preclusion
and issue preclusion did not prevent the plaintiffs from
litigating their constitutional claims in federal court, although
they had unsuccessfully made the same arguments in state review
3.

California Court of Appeal

The Court of Appeal disposed of two non-review cases in which
the ALRB had an interest.
62At the close of the fiscal year, the Martori court's
analysis of Younger abstention was disapproved by the U.S.
Supreme Court.
(Ohio Civil Rights Commission v. Dayton Christian
Schools (June 27, 1986) 106 S.Ct. 2718, fn.2.) It was thereafter
expressely overruled in a subsequent Ninth Circuit decision,
wherein the court recognized that the State's interests embodied in
the ALRA are of sufficient importance to trigger federal
abstention:- (Fresh International Corp. v. ALRB (9th Cir, 1986)
805 F.2d 1353.)
63D.C., S.D. Cal. (1985) 617 F.Supp. 948.
56

proceedings under Labor Code section 1160.8. 64
In Grant Harlan Farms v. ALRB, 65 Division Three of the First
Appellate District issued an unpublished opinion prohibiting the
Board from looking further into the validity of a 1980
representation election which the UFW had won by a vote of 32-9.
The Board had initially certified the election, dismissing the
employer's peak objection without an evidentiary hearing.

Harlan

thereafter refused to bargain, and the Board ordered the employer
to bargain in good faith and to compensate its workers for the
losses resulting from unlawful deprivation of their bargaining
. h"'-~.-s. 66
rJ.g

On review, the Court of Appeal ruled that Harlan's

objection -- that the election did not satisfy the Act's "peak
season" requirement 67
should not have been dismissed without a
hearing.

The court then "remanded to the Board for further

'
' t en t wJ.t
' h t h'J.S opl.nJ.on
' '
procee d J.ngs
consJ.s

II

68

On remand, the

Board set Harlan's election objection,for hearing to develop a
factual record concerning the "peak" issue and to determine
whether the union's election petition was timely filed.

The

employer immediately returned to the Court of Appeal on petition
for writ of mandate/prohibition, urging that the Board had
misunderstood the court's remand order and was not authorized to
64see Pasillas v. ALRB (1984) 156 Cal.App.3d 312; Moses v.
ALRB (4 Civ. D000959), rev. den. May 13, 1985.
651 Civ. A032146 (Nov. 25, 1985), Supreme Ct. rev. den.
Mar. 20, 1986.
66see Grant Harlan Farms (1983) 9 ALRB No. 1.
67see Lab. Code section 1156.3(a)(l).
68see Grant Harlan Farms v. ALRB (Oct. 5, 1984) 1 Civ.
A021347, depublished Jan. 17~85.
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initiate further proceedings concerning the election.

The court

agreed, holding that it had intended its first opinion to be a
factual finding that the workers' election petition was filed at a
time when Harlan was not at 50 percent of peak employment.
In ALRB v. Richard A. Glass Co., 69 Division Two of the
Fourth Appellate District considered the Board's appeal from a
superior court's refusal to enforce Board-issued subpoenas
requiring the production of documents and witnesses by a citrus
grower.

The superior court had ruled that the subpoenaed

information was protected by the trade secret privilege, that the
Board was without power to modify a previous administrative order
providing for in camera inspection of the documents by an ALJ, and
that the UFW had waived the State's right to the subpoenaed
materials.

In a published decision, the Court of Appeal reversed

the superior court.

Of particular importance was the court's

holding that the citrus grower had not proven either the existence
of trade secrets or the likelihood of any injury to the business
if the subpoenaed information were disclosed.

Moreover, the

grower had given no reason why a protective order, limiting the
scope of disclosure, would not adequately have protected the
alleged trade secrets.
4.

California Superior Court

In this fiscal year, superior courts disposed of five cases
in which the Solicitor's Office played a role.

Because such trial

694 Civ. E000734 (Dec 13, 1985) 175 Cal.App.3d 703.

58

court adjudications do not typically constitute significant
precedent, however, the decisions will be described only briefly.
In General Counsel (McCarthy Farming Co.) v. ~,

70

the

General Counsel sought to compel the Board to approve a settlement
which he had entered into with the employer.

The court ruled that

the Board, not the General Counsel, has final authority to approve
or disapprove the unilateral settlement of an unfair labor
practice complaint resulting in dismissal of charges and
abandonment of an unfair labor practice hearing.

The court

further held that courts have no jurisdiction to interfere in the
Board's ongoing unfair labor practice proceedings, and that the
General Counsel has no standing to bring such a petition to the
court because he has no personal interest in the outcome of such a
settlement.

The court awarded attorneys' fees and costs to the

UFW, which had objected to the settlement in the administrative
proceedings and had appeared as real party in interest in the
superior court litigation.
In ALRB v. Stirling (Foote>,

71

the court granted the Board's

petition for writ of mandate, compelling the General Counsel to
remove Tim Foote as Acting Regional Director of the Board's El
Centro regional office in light of the Board's refusal to approve
Foote's appointment.

The court further directed the General

Counsel to formally submit to the Board, within 90 days, a new
recommendation for a successor to the Regional Director.

70sacramento Superior Ct. No. 331134 (July 17, 1985).
7lsacramento Superior Ct. No. 329492 (July 18, 1985).
59

In Robert Jaramillo v. ALRB,

72

the court denied an

agricultural employee's petition for an order overturning the
Board's "blocking charge" ruling and requiring that a
decertification election be conducted at San Clemente Ranch.
ancillary issue

An

whether the General Counsel and an ALRB

attorney, who have responsibility for effectuating the Board's
election decisions and policies, can represent a private party in
an election-related lawsuit against the Board -- was rendered moot
when the General Counsel and the Board's attorney withdrew as
counsel for Jaramillo.
In ALRB v. Exeter Packers, Inc., et a1,

73

the court issued a

peremptory writ of mandate requiring these citrus packinghouses to
comply with the Board's citrus industry access regulations, to
turn over their lists of growers and lessees, and to facilitate
the union's access to citrus harvest workers.

Subsequently,

however, the employer appealed, and the appeal was pending at the
close of the fiscal year.

Also pending in that case were the

employer's cross-complaint, which sought an order declaring the
citrus regulations invalid, and the employer's appeal from the
superior court's partial lifting of its stay of judgment.

74

And finally, in Seaboard Lemon Assn., et al. v. ALRB,

75

the

court issued a preliminary injunction at the request of several

72sacramento Superior Ct. No. 330228 (July 19, 1985).
73Tulare Superior Ct. No. 118605 (Oct. 16, 1985).
745 Civ. F006914.
75ventura Superior Ct. No. 91821 (June 3, 1986).
60

citrus packinghouses, enjoining the Board and its Regional
Director from releasing to the UFW lists of customers -- the
owners or lessees of citrus groves

which the ALRB had obtained

pursuant to its citrus regulations.
5.

New Cases

The Solicitor's Office represented the Board in 23 new
.

non-rev~ew

.
th e f'~sea 1 year. 76
cases d ur~ng

Th ese ~nc
. 1 u d e or d'~nary

suits by private parties concerning the Board, suits by the Board
to enforce the Act in the face of resistance by private parties,
actions in which the Board takes an interest as an observer,
intervenor, or amicus curiae, and any other litigation by or
against the ALRB or its agents.
Several of these cases have already been described above.
. 1 u d e:
Other examp 1 es ~nc

77 .
.
Ro b erts v. Bur 1.~ngton In d ustr~es,
~n

76stirling (McCarthy Farming Co.) v. ALRB (Sacramento
Superior Ct. No. 331134)~ Grant Harlan Farms v. ALRB (1 Civ.
A032146); Seaboard Lemon et al. v. ALRB (Ventura Superior Ct. No.
88827); Bevles Co. v. Teamsters (9th Cir. No. 84-6076)~ ALRB v.
Exeter Packers, Inc. (5 Civ. F006152); Exeter Packers v.-superior
Ct.
(ALRB) (5 Civ. F006914); ALRB v. Hibino Farms (Monterey
Superior Ct); ALRB v. Alex Aba~(Imperial Superior Ct. No.
3534); Roberts v. Burlington Ind. (2d Cir. No. 84-7824); ALRB v.
High & Mighty Farms (Riverside Superior Ct. No. 44365); Abatti
Produce, Inc. v. ALRB (Imperial Superior Ct.); A&D Christopher v.
ALRB (1 Civ. A032804); Mario Saikhon, Inc. v. Massengale, et al.,
(S.D. Cal. No. 85-2069-K (CM)); Guadalupe Leon Ortega v. Abatti
Farms (Imperial Superior Ct. No. 82-3787); In re Tex-Cal et al.
(Habeas) (5 Civ. F006673); In re Tex-Cal, et al. (U.S. Bk.Ct.
(S.D. Tex> No. 85-08370-Hl-11); Visalia Citrus Packers v. ALRB
(E.D. Cal. No. CV-F-86-124-REC); Seaboard Lemon Assn. v. ALRB
(Ventura Superior Ct. No. 91821); UFW v. Stirling, Wein ---(Sacramento Superior Ct. No. 340159); Ben Leonard Simmons, Sr.
(U.S. Bk.Ct., Ariz, No. 86-01993-BKC-GBN); Kyutoku, et al. v.
ALRB (N.D. Cal. No. C-86-3181-WHO); In re Benny & Christy Simmons
(U.S. Bk.Ct., Ariz., No. 86-01172-BKC-GBN); and ALRB v. Kitayama
(Alameda Superior Ct. No. Hll7325-l).
77u.s. Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, No. 84-7824, et al.
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in which the Board and the California Attorney General appeared as
amici curiae in support of a petition for certiorari filed in the
United States Supreme Court by the State of New York, seeking to
limit the scope of ERISA preemption: A &
. wh.~c h an emp 1 oyer soug ht a
ALRB, 78 ~n

D Christopher v.

. t o f man d ate to prec 1 u d e

wr~

the Board from conducting further proceedings in an election
certification matter: Guadalupe Leon Ortega v. Abatti Farms, 79 in
which an employer found to have unlawfully reduced work hours
sought to garnish an employee's backpay check from the Board in
order to satisfy a pre-existing debt; In re Tex-ca1, 80 in which
an employer with significant unliquidated backpay obligations
stemming from past unfair labor practices filed for bankruptcy in
Houston, Texas; Visalia Citrus Packers v. ALRB, et al.,
Kyutoku, et al. v.

81

and

ALRB, 82 in which employers filed federal

lawsuits claiming that the nation's immigration policies rendered
certain ALRB reinstatement and backpay orders invalid; and UFW v.
. 1'~ng,
St~r

. wh.~c h a po 1'~cy announcemen t b y t h e Boar d
eta 1 ., 83 ~n

and the General Counsel was challenged as violative of the State's
Open Meeting Laws and the ALRB's rulemaking requirements.

781 Civ. A032804.
79Imperial Co. Municipal Ct. No. 82-3787.
80u.s. Bankruptcy Ct. (S.D. Texas) No. 85-08370-Hl-11.
8lu.s. District Ct. (E.D. Cal. Fresno) No.
CV-F-86-124-REC.
82u.S. District Ct. (N.D. Cal.) No. C-86-3181-WHO.
83Sacramento Superior Ct. No. 340159.
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E.

CASELOAD CARRYOVER
This section is added to give the Legislature a more complete

picture of the Board's litigation caseload.

Obviously, few

petitions for review which are filed in a given fiscal year are
disposed of by the courts before the end of that fiscal year.
Similarly, most of the other litigation in which the Board is
involved takes more than one year to resolve.

Hence, there is

usually a considerable carryover of cases from one fiscal year to
the next.

Following is an overview of the "backlog" of cases

which were still pending disposition at the close of Fiscal Year
1985-1986.
1.

Review Cases

In addition to the 26 petitions for review which were filed in
Fiscal Year 1985-86, there were pending in the appellate courts an
additional 17 review proceedings in various stages of litigation at
the close of the fiscal year.

84

84George Arakelian Farms v. ALRB, 4 Div E002924 (8 ALRB
No. 36); J.R. Norton Co. v. ALRB, L.A. 31989 (8 ALRB No. 76);
Bertuccio v. ALRB, 6 Civ H000334 (8 ALRB No. 101); J.R. Norton
Co. v. ALRB, L.A. 31989 (9 ALRB No. 18); San Justo/Wyrick v. ALRB
1 Civ. A024698 (9 ALRB No. 55); Frudden Enterprises, Inc. v. ALRB,
1 Civ. A025648 (9 ALRB No. 73); Bruce Church Inc. v. ALRB, 5 Civ.
F003588 (9 ALRB No. 75); UFW v. ALRB (Admiral) 1 Civ. A026661 (10
ALRB No. 9); Bertuccio v. ALRB, 6 Civ. H000352 (10 ALRB No. 10);
Sam Andrews' Sons v. ALRB, L.A. 32129 (10 ALRB No. 11; Bertuccio v.
ALRB, 6 Civ. H000351 ~ALRB No. 16); Bertuccio v. ALRB, 6 Civ.
H000302 (10 ALRB No. 52); Vessey & Co. v. ALRB, 4 Civ. 0002914 (11
ALRB No. 3); Frudden v. ALRB, 1 Civ. A031047 Cll ALRB No. 6); Sam
Andrews' Sons v. ALRB, 2 Civ. B012603 (11 ALRB No.5); Bruce --Church Inc. v. ALRB, 6 Civ. H000618 (11 ALRB No. 9); and George A.
Lucas v. ALRB, 5 Civ. F005685 (11 ALRB No. 11).
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Most of these review cases concern Board awards of backpay to
employees; some concern makewhole awards for unlawful refusal to
bargain.

Accordingly, these cases represent

at a minimum -- a

potentially substantial compliance caseload for the Board.

In

addition, of course, the cases may first require further work by
the Solicitor's Office --work such as additional research,
supplemental briefing, and oral argument.

And once the courts

initially dispose of the petitions for review, the cases often
require additional briefs -- in the form of petitions for
rehearing and/or petitions for Supreme Court review, or
oppositions to such petitions -- and occasionally require
reargument in the Court of Appeal and/or oral argument in the
Supreme Court.
2.

Other Cases

Similarly, in addition to the 22 non-review cases initiated
this year, there were 19 non-review cases which had not been
disposed of at the close of Fiscal Year 1984-1985.

85

These

85ventura Co. et al. v. Newport Beach et al. (Ventura
Superior Ct. No. 70889); Fresh Int'l Corp et al. v. ALRB et al.
(9th Cir. No. 84-6351); ALRB v. Superior Ct. (Castle) (San Benito
Superior Ct. No. 11801); Bruce Church Inc. v. Chertkov, et al.
(E.D.Cal No. CV-F-82-392-REC); Guadalupe Beltran, et al. v.
State of California, et al. (S.D. Cal No. 83-0722-JLI(I);
(9th Cir. No. 84-6137 et al.>; UFW v. Stirling, et al. (E.D. Cal
No. CIVS-84-0087-EJG); J.R. Norton v. Arizmendi, et al. (S.D. Cal
No.
84-1143-R(I)); Bruce Church v. UFW et al. (E.D. Cal No.
CV-F-84-231 REC) J.R. Norton Co. v. ALRB (3 Civ. 250050}; Dudley
Steele, et al. v. Paala et al. (Kern Superior Ct. No. 187179)
~ v. Tex-Cal (S.F. 24916); Ben Abatti, et al. v. ALRB
(3 Civ. 25360); General Counsel (Abattis} v. ALRB (3 Civ. No.
25360); ALRB v. Tulare Superior Ct. (Tex-Cal~F. 24916); UFW v.
Stirling, Smith, et al. (Sacramento Superior Ct. No.
324670);
Rigi Ag. Services v. ALRB et al. (9th Cir. No. 85-2145); General
Counsel (Saikhon) v. ALRB (3 Civ. No. 25360); and Mario Saikhon,
et al. v. ALRB (3 Civ:--No. 25360}.
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cases, too, represent a significant volume of work for the
Solicitor's Office in the corning year, requiring, for example,
participation in discovery, preparation of motions and
responses thereto, appearances in court for hearings and trials,
and preparation of briefs on appeal.
Thus, to the extent that the Legislature relies upon this
Report to forecast the work of the Agency, the projected caseload
for the Solicitor's Office must include not only those proceedings
likely to be initiated in Fiscal Year 1986-1987, but also the
cases which are carried over from this and earlier fiscal years.
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VI

REGULATORY ACTIVITY IN
FISCAL YEAR 1985-86
Although the Board did not formally propose any
amendments to its existing regulations, it held discussions at
public meetings in June 1986 concerning two potential areas of
regulatory change:
(1)

Makewhole Project:

The Board began an effort to

derive a mathematical formula to calculate makewhole remedies
ordered pursuant to Labor Code section 1160.3 which would
simplify current processes.

This work resulted in the Board's

approving a consultant contract with Dr. Phillip Martin in
September 1986.
(2)

Election Procedures:

The Board considered ways to

expedite the election process, and also reviewed the methods by
which peak employment periods were ascertained.

These matters

were assigned to staff for review at the end of fiscal year
1985-86.
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APPENDIX A:
I.

FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1985 - JUNE 30, 1986 ELECTIONS
A.

1.

3.

"
.J

4.

Petitions for Elections!/

Delano

Fresno

11
0

10
0

Withdrawn:
RC
RD

4
0

Dismissed:
RC
RD

0
0

Elections Held:
RC
RD

7
0

El Centro

San Diego

Oxnard

11
0

1
0

12
2

11
4

56
6

6
0

7
0

0
0

3
0

4
1

24
1

1

0

3
0

0
0

3
0

1
0

8
0

4
0

1
0

1
0

6
3

6
3

25
6

Salinas

Total

File~v,

RC2/
RD2.

STATISTICAL TABLES

1.

The number of petitions withdrawn, dismissed, and resulting in elections does not
equal the number of petitions filed because of the carryover of workload from one
fiscal year to the next.

2.

RC

Representation; RD - Decertification

B.

Delano

El Centro

San Diego

Oxnard

Salinas

Total

No Union

299

333

5

54

312

169

1,172

United Farm Workers
of America

290

134

0

45

41

205

715

International Union of
Agricultural Workers

0

0

0

0

88

0

88

Independent Union of
Agricultural Workers

0

0

0

0

10

0

10

50

115

17

0

23

0

205

0

1

0

0

43

0

44

61

136

9

3

16

16

241

700

719

31

102

533

390

2,475

Teamsters3/
0'1
00

Fresno

1/
Votes Cast-

Fresh Fruit &
Vegetable Workers
Challenged Ballots
Total

l.

Data is extracted from representation and decertification elections held during
Fiscal Year 1985--86. Data cannot be extracted from one election in which the
ballots were impounded.

2.

Includes all Teamster locals.

C.

Delano
No Union Victories~/

1\

Elections Not Objected To!/

Fresno

El Centro

San Diego

Oxnard

Salinas

Total

0

2

0

1

3

3

9

United Farm Workers
of America Victories

2

0

0

0

1

0

3

International Union of
Agricultural Workers
Victories

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Independent Union of
Agricultural Workers
Victories

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fresh Fruit &
Vegetable Workers
Victories

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total

2

2

0

1

5

3

13

41

413

0

102

211

108

875

Teamster Victories~/

::>

Total Voters

1.

Data is extracted from elections held during Fiscal Year 1985-86 for which no
objections were filed.

2.

"Victory" means the ballot choice which received a majority of the votes cast.

3.

Includes all Teamster locals.

D.

Delano
No Union Victories31

-J
0

Elections Objected

Fresno

El Centro

Toll

San Diego

Oxnard

Salinas

Total

3

1

0

0

2

2

8

United Farm Workers
of America Victories

2

0

0

0

0

3

5

International Union of
Agricultural Workers
Victories

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Independent Union of
Agricultural Workers
Victories

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Teamster Victories

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Fresh Fruit &
Vegetable Workers
Victories

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total

5

1

1

0

2

5

14

659

47

31

0

273

265

1,275

Total Voters

1.

Data is extracted from elections held during Fiscal Year 1985-86 for which
objections were filed.
Data cannot be extracted from one election in which the
ballots were impounded, and from two elections in which determinative challenged
ballots were unresolved and from one election which were set aside.

2.

"Victory" means the ballot choice which received a majority of the votes cast.

E.

Elections Involving More Than One Union!/

Delano
No Union Victories~/

.._J

Fresno

El Centro

San Diego

Oxnard

Salinas

Total

0

1

0

0

2

0

3

United Farm Workers
of America Victories

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

International Union of
Agricultural Workers
Victories

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Independent Union of
Agricultural Workers
Victories

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fresh Fruit &
Vegetable Workers
Victories

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total

0

1

0

0

4

0

5

Total Voters

0

189

0

0

179

0

368

Teamster Victories~/

.....

1.

Data is extracted from elections held during Fiscal Year 1985-86 in which more
than one union was involved on the ballot.

2.

"Victory" means the ballot choice which received a majority of the votes cast.

3.

Includes all Teamster locals.

F.

Elections Involving Only the United Farm Workers and No Union on the

Delano

Fresno

El Centro

San Diego

Oxnard

Salinas

Ballot~/

Total

No Union Victories~/

2

0

0

1

1

5

9

United Farm Workers

4

0

0

0

0

3

7

Total

6

0

0

1

1

8

16

556

0

0

102

24

373

1,055

Total Voters

-...!
1\..)

1.

Data is extracted from elections held during Fiscal Year 1985-86 in which only
the United Farm Workers and No Union appeared on the ballot. Data cannot be
extracted from two elections in which determinative challenged ballots were
unresolved, and from one election in which the ballots were impounded.

2.

"Victory" means the ballot choice which received a majority of the votes cast.

G.

Elections Involving One Union and No Union!/

Delano
No

........

w

un1on
·
v·lC t or1es· 21

Fresno

El Centro

San Diego

Oxnard

Salinas

Total

1

2

0

0

2

0

5

International Union of
Agricultural Workers
Victories

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Independent Union of
Agricultural Workers
Victories

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Teamster Victories

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Fresh Fruit &
Vegetable Workers
Victories

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total

1

2

1

0

2

0

6

144

271

31

0

281

0

727

Total Voters

1.

Data is extracted from elections held during Fiscal Year 1985-86 in which only
one union and No Union appeared on the ballot, excluding the United Farm Workers.
Data cannot be extracted from one election which was set aside.

2.

"Victory" means the ballot choice which received a majority of the votes cast.

II.

FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1985 - JUNE 30, 1986
Unfair Labor Practices - Action Taken!/

Delano

Fresno

El Centro

San Diego

Oxnard

Salinas

103
6

36
1

89
10

6
1

41
1

137
22

412
41

Charges Into
Complaint:
CE
CL

26
0

14
0

6
3

0
4

15
1

16
1

77
9

Complaints Issued:
CE
CL

17
0

7
0

4
2

0
2

3

1

10
0

41
5

Complaints Withdrawn
Prior to Hearing:
CE
CL

0
0

0
0

2

0
0

1
0

1
0

4

3

Complaints Dismissed
Prior to Hearing:
CE
CL

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Charges Filed:
CE
CL

-...J
~

1.

Total

3

Data reflects actual work performed during Fiscal Year 1985-86. Because the
Agency is actively working on cases from each of the previous fiscal years, there
will be discrepancies between the data reported.

II.

FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1985 - JUNE 30, 1986 (Cont.)
Unfair Labor Practices - Action
Delano

-...1
Jl

Fresno

El Centro

Taken~/

San Diego

Oxnard

Salinas

Total

Complaints Settled
Prior to Hearing:
CE
CL

6
0

3
0

4
1

0
3

0

4
0

24
4

Hearings Opened:
CE
CL

6
0

3
0

5
0

2
0

1
1

3
3

20
4

Complaints Settled
at Hearing:
CE
CL

0
0

3
0

1
0

0
0

3
1

7

0

Board Decisions
Issued (ULPs):
CE
CL

8
0

2
0

9
0

0
0

5
0

6
2

30
2

0

7

1

APPENDIX B
Cases Heard By
THE AGRICULTURAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
in Fiscal Year 1985-1986

I.

Election Cases!/
Agri-Sun Nursery
William Buak Fruit Co., Inc.
Foster Poultry Farms
(Chicken Livehaul Crew)
Heritage Farms Mushrooms,
Inc.
Limoneira Company
S/C Farming
Salyer Land Company, dba
Salyer American Salyer
Grain/Milling Inc., dba
Salyer American
Sandyland Nursery Company, Inc.
Frank P. Smith

1.

85-RC-4-F
85-RC-13-SAL
85-RC-8-D
85-RD-3-SAL
85-RD-1-0X
85-RC-9-SAL
85-RC-6-D

85-RC-1-0X
85-RC-5-EC

These cases are those in which the first day of hearing
occurred during the fiscal year 1985-1986.
The following abbreviations are used in this list:
85
RC
RD
D
EC
F
OX
SAL

-

1985
Representation
Decertification
Delano
El Centro
Fresno
Oxnard
Salinas
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II. Unfair Labor Practice and Consolidated!/ Cases
Agri-Sun Nursery
Allied Farming Company
Phillip D. Bertelsen, Inc.,
dba Cove Ranch Management
& Harris Farms
Paul W. Bertuccio, Bertuccio Farms
Tom Brian Harvesting
D'Arrigo Brothers
D'Arrigo Brothers
D'Arrigo Brothers
Eichner Vineyard Management, Inc.
General Teamsters, Warehousemen
and Helpers Union, Local 890,
(Bud Antle, Inc.)
Jim Idsinga
E. W. Merritt Farms
Minnehoma Land and Farming Company
Monterey Farming Corporation
Neuman Seed Growers, Inc.

1.

85-CE-64-D
85-CE-19-D
84-CE-23-F
85-CE-48-D
84-CL-13-SAL
84-CE-15-EC
83-CE-57-F
83-CE-156-EC
84-CE-36-SAL
85-CE-42-SAL
85-CL-3-0X
84-CE-95-EC(SD)
84-CE-143-D
84-CE-103-D
85-CE-25-SAL
83-CE-64-EC

"Consolidated" hearings are those in which more than one unfair
labor practice charge, or unfair labor practice charges and
election or unit clarification cases are heard.
The following abbreviations are used in this list:
79
81
82
83
84
85
CE
CL

-

1979
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
Charge against employer
Charge against labor organization
D
Delano
EC
El Centro
EC(SD)
El Centro (San Diego)
F
- Fresno
- Oxnard
ox
- Salinas
SAL
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(Unfair Labor Practice and Consolidated Cases Continued)
Rancho Packing Co./Rancho Sales
Roberts Farms Inc.
S & J Ranch
Sandyland Nursery Company, Inc.
Simmons & Sons Farms
Swine Producers Unlimited, Inc.
UFW/(Juan Martinez)
UFW/(Maria Guadalupe Navarro)
UFW/(T.M.Y. Farms)

84-CE-85-EC
82-CE-168-D
84-CE-168-D
85-CE-21-0X
81-CE-12-EC
85-CE-38-F
79-CL-59-SAL
81-CL-1-SAL
82-CL-3-D
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APPENDIX C
Decisions Rendered By
THE AGRICULTURAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
in Fiscal Year 1985-1986
Opinion Number

Case Name
West Foods, Inc.
The Garin Company
Clark Produce, Inc.
Lu-Ette Farms, Inc.
Sequoia Orange Co., et al.
John Elmore Farms, Kudu, Inc.,
and Robert Witt Ranch
Baker Brothers, et al.
Sahara Packing Company
o. E. Mayou & Sons
Martori Brothers
Rigi Agricultural Services, Inc.
Tex-Cal Land Management, Inc.
Sam Andrews' Sons
West Coast Dairy
Tex-Cal Land Management, Inc.,
and Dudley M. Steele
United Farm Workers of America,
AFL-CIO/Giles Breaux, et al.
United Farm Workers of America,
AFL-CIO/Cervando Perez
McFarland Rose Production, a division
of Petoseed Co., Inc., a wholly-owned
subsidiary of George Ball, Inc.
Joe Maggio, Inc., Vessey & Company, Inc.,
and Colace Brothers, Inc.
T. Ito & Sons Farms
Carl Dobler and Sons
D. Papagni Fruit Co., and
D. P. Farms Co.
Inland and Western Ranches
Sandyland Nursery Co., Inc.
Kirschenman Enterprises, Inc.
Lu-Ette Farms, Inc.
Mario Saikhon, Inc.
v. B. Zaninovich & Sons
Laflin & Laflin, aka Laflin Date Gardens
Garth Conlan, Jeff Polini, John Frise,
James Dugger, Dirk Andrews, Robert
Roeseler, Jr., Tye M. Conlan,
Kenneth Demurichy, Individually and as
partners d/b/a Lightning Farms
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11
11
11
11
11

ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

17
18
19
20
21

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30

11 ALRB No. 31
11 ALRB No. 32
11 ALRB No. 33
11 ALRB No. 34
11 ALRB No. 35
11 ALRB No. 36
11 ALRB No. 37
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12

ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

38
39
1
2
3
4
5
6

12 ALRB No. 7

Opinion Number

Case Name
Joe G. Fanucchi & Sons/Tri Fanucchi Farms
Muranaka Farms
Ron Chinn, a Sole Proprietor, dba
Ron Chinn Farms
L. A. Robertson Farms, Inc.
Ben and Jerry Nakasawa d/b/a Nakasawa
Farms, and B. J. Hay Harvesting
Claassen Mushrooms, Inc.
The Garin Company
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12 ALRB No. 8
12 ALRB No. 9
12 ALRB No. 10
12 ALRB No. 11
12 ALRB No. 12
12 ALRB No. 13
12 ALRB No. 14

APPENDIX D
ALRB LITIGATION RESULTS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1985-1986
1/

u.s.

ALRBUpheld

Supreme Court

Mixed
Result

Adverse
Ruling

U.S. Court of Appeals

po~1 1.

Martori Bros et al. v. ALRB (1/30/86) 781 F.2d 1349,
amended 791 F.2d. 799

U.S. District Courts
po

1.

Beltran v. State of Calif. (S.D.Cal., 9/19/85) 617
F.Supp. 948

California Supreme Court
po
po
po

1. Harry Carian Sales v. ALRB (8/1/85) 39 Cal.3d 209 (6:55)}/
2. Arakelian Farms v. ALRB (12/30/85) 40 Cal.3d 654
(4:53, 6:28)
3. Lindeleaf v. ALRB (5/29/86) 41 Cal.3d 861 (9:35)

California Court of Appeal
(a) Now Pending in Supreme
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ct.~1

J.R. Norton v. ALRB (1984) (8:76) (hg grt'd 10/25/84)
J.R. Norton v. ALRB (1984) (9:18) (hg grt'd 10/25/84)
Tex-Cal v. ALRB (1985) (hg grt'd 8/20/85)
ALRB v. Superior Ct. (Tex-Cal) (1985) (hg grt'd 8/20/85)

[ 1J
[ 1]
[ 1]

[1]

1. The "ALRB Upheld" heading indicates cases in which the Board's position has been
substantially affirmed by the courts. This includes cases in which the courts have
summarily denied petitions for review of Board orders. "Mixed Result" includes those cases
in which a court has -- either by its judgment or by its rationale -- given partial
approval to the Board's reasoning and/or to the result sought by the Board, while rejecting
other aspects of the Board's position. This category includes review cases in which the
Board's final order was only partially enforced. "Adverse Ruling" indicates cases in which
the Board's positions have been altogether rejected.
2. "o" indicates that an op1n1on issued: "po" indicates a published opinion; "t"
indicates that a petition for review was denied because it was not timely filed: "nf"
·indicates that a petition for review was dismissed or denied because the challenged Board
decision was not final within the meaning of Labor Code section 1160.8.
3. The notation "6:55" indicates that the case concerns Board decision 6 ALRB No. 55.
4. The granting of hearing by the California Supreme Court vacates a Court of Appeal
decision. The former Court of Appeal result for each case now pending in the Supreme Court
is indicated in brackets and is not included in the totals. Note that, under the revised
Rules of Court, hearing by the Supreme Court is now termed "review." The Board will
continue to use the term "hearing" in these summaries, however -- as in "hearing granted"
or "hearing denied" -- to distinguish this process from the review procedures set forth in
Labqr Code section 1160.8.
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Upheld
5. Sam Andrews' Sons v. ALRB (1985) (10:11)
(hg grt'd 11/20/85)
(b)
o
po
(c)

Mixed
Result

Adverse
Ruling

[ 1J

General Cases Decided
1. Grant Harlan Farms v. ALRB (11/25/85) (hg den 3/20/86)
2. ALRB v. R.A. Glass (12/13/85) 175 Cal.App.3d 703
Petitions for Review Decided ~/
1. Ukegawa Bros. v. ALRB (7/1/85) (hg.den. 8/14/85) (8:90)

nf,o
po
0

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

g.
10.
11 •
12.

13.
14.
o

15.

o

16.
17.

o
nf
po

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

po
o
o

23.
24.
25.

Visalia Citrus Packers v. ALRB (7/26/85) (10:44)
Ukegawa Bros. v. ALRB (7/30/85) (9:26)
Holtville Farms v. ALRB (8/27/85) (10:49)
Mario Saikhon, Inc. v. ALRB (9/20/85) (10:46)
Ventura Cty Fruit Growers v. ALRB (10/11/85) (10:45)
Arco Seed Co. v. ALRB (10/3/85) (11:1)
F&P Growers Assn. v. ALRB (10/3/85) (10:28)
172 Cal.App.3d 1127
Radovich v. ALRB (9/26/85) (9:16, 10:1)
Pioneer Nursery v. ALRB (10/18/85) (10:30)
Lu-Ette Farms v. ALRB (11/19/85) (11:4)
J.R. Norton v. ALRB (11/26/85) (hg.den. 2/20/86) (10:42)
Rigi Ag. Services v. ALRB (11/27/85) (11:27)
Leo Gagosian Farms v. ALRB (12/12/85) (hg.den. 1/29/86)
(10:39)
Abatti Farms, Inc. v. ALRB (1/24/86) (hg.den., depub
4/17/86) (9:59)
Kyutoku Nursery v. ARLB (1/29/86) (8:73)
Ben & Jerry Nakasawa v. ALRB (2/3/86) (hg.den. 5/7/86)
(10:48)
UFW v. ALRB (Andrews) (2/10/86) (9:21)
Sahara Packing v. ALRB (2/5/86) (hg.den. 3/26/86) (11:24)
Abatti Produce, Inc. v. ALRB (2/13/86) (10:40)
UFW v. ALRB (Abatti) (2/13/86) (10:40)
Adamek & Dessert v. ALRB (3/11/86) (11:8)
178 Cal.App.3d 970
UFW v. ALRB (Adamek) (3/11/86) (11:8) 178 Cal.App.3d 970
Bruce Church v. ALRB (3/11/86) (hg.den. 6/20/86) (9:74)
Sumner Peck v. ALRB (3/14/86) (hg. den. 5/28/86) (10:24)

5. In addition to the cases listed here, seven other review cases were acted upon by
the courts in Fiscal Year 1985-1986: On July 11, 1985, the Supreme Court denied the
employer's petition for hearing in Holtville Farms v. ALRB (10:13) 168 Cal.App.3d 388. On
August 22, 1985, the Supreme Court denied the employer's petition for hearing in Kitayama
Bros. v. ALRB (10:47). On August 29, 1985, the employers' petitions for hearing were
denied in F&P Growers v. ALRB (9:28) 168 Cal.App.3d 667, and Ruline Nursery v. ALRB
(8:105) 169 Cal.App.3d 247. On September 11, 1985, the employer's petition for hearing was
denied in Robert H. Hickam v. ALRB (10:25), and the Board's petition for hearing was denied
in Arco Seed Co. v. ALRB (9:72-).---And finally, on May 23, 1986, the employers' petition for
hearing was granted in San Justo/Wyrick v. ALRB (9:35) and the matter was transferred to
the Court of Appeal.
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Upheld
(c)

Petitions for Review Decided (continued)

o

26.
27.
28.
29.

Mixed
Result

Adverse
Ruling

Robert Witt Rch v. ALRB (3/19/86) (11:22)
Elmore, Kudu, Inc. v. ALRB (3/19/86) (11:22)
Vessey & Co. v. ALRB (4/4/86) (11:3)
Grow Art v. ALRB (4/25/86) (hg.den. 6/18/86) (9:67)

Totals
U.S. Supreme Court
U.S. Court of Appeals
U.S. District Court
California Supreme Court

3

California Court of Appeal
61
(a) Now Pending in Supreme Court(b) General Cases Decided
(c) Petitions for Review Decided
GRAND TOTAL

6.

27

2

[ 1]

[3]

2
[1]

(1)

(-)

(1)

_iill

..J1.2.

_JJJ_

31

See footnote 4.
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APPENDIX E
CUMULATIVE ALRB LITIGATION RESULTS
(July 1, 1975- June 30, 1986)

u.s.

ALRBl/
Upheld

Supreme Court

Mixed
Result

Adverse
Ruling

1. Kubo and Pandol v. ALRB (1976) 429 U.S. 802

u.s.
0 gj

po
po

Court of Appeals
1. Cel-A-Pak v. ALRB (1978)
2. Cel-A-Pak v. ALRB (1982) 680 F.2d 664
3. Martori Bros et al. v. ALRB (1/30/86) 781 F.2d 1349,
amended 791 F.2d 799.

U.S. District Courts
o
o
o
o
o
po
o
o
o
po

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

Encinitas Floral v. ALRB (1975)
Dodd v. ALRB (1975)
Perry v. ALRB (1976)
Borchard v. ALRB (1977)
Cel-A-Pak v. ALRB (1977)
Cel-A-Pak v. ALRB (1979)
Western Growers Assoc. v. Brown (1980)
In re Kawano (1983) 27 B.R. 855
Fresh International v. ALRB (1984)
Martori, et al. v. Song, et al. (1984)
Abatti Farms v. ALRB (1984)
Holtville v. Song, et al. (1984)
Rigi Ag. Service v. ALRB, et al. (1985)
Beltran v. State of Calif (S.D.Cal., 9/19/85)
617 F.Supp. 948

California Supreme Court
po
po
po

1. ALRB v. Superior Ct. (1976) 16 Cal.3d 392
2. Belridge Farms v. ALRB (1978) 21 Cal.3d 551
3. Vargas v. Municipal Ct. (1978) 22 Cal.3d 902 (amicus)

1. The "ALRB Upheld" heading indicates cases in which the Board's position has
been substantially affirmed by the courts. This includes cases in which the courts have
summarily denied petitions for review of Board orders. "Mixed Result" includes those cases
in which a court has -- either by its judgment or by its rationale -- given partial
approval to the Board's reasoning and/or to the result sought by the Board, while rejecting
other aspects of the Board's position. This category includes review cases in which the
Board's final order was only partially enforced. "Adverse Ruling" indicates cases in which
the Board's positions have been altogether rejected.
2. 11 0 11 indicates that an opinion issued: "po" indicates a published opinion; "t"
indicates that a petition for review was denied because it was not timely filed: "nf"
indicates that a petition for review was dismissed or denied because the decision under
review was not final.
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Upheld
po
po
po
t)O

'0
0
0
0

0

po
po
)
)
)
)
)

r
)

Adverse
Ruling

4. Tex-Cal Land Mgmnt v. ALRB (1979) 24 Cal.3d 335 (3:14)11
5. J.R. Norton v. ALRB (1979) 26 Cal.3d 1 (4:39)
6. Kaplan's Fruit & Produce v. Superior Ct. (1979)
26 Cal.3d 60 (amicus)
7. Sam Andrews' Son v. ALRB (1981) 28 Cal.3d 781 (3:45)
8. Vista Verde Farms v. ALRB (1981) 29 Cal.3d 307 (3:91)
g. Martori Bros. v. ALRB (1981) 29 Cal.3d 721 (5:47)
10. San Clemente Ranch v. ALRB (1981) 29 Cal.3d 874 (5:54)
11. Highland Ranch v. ALRB (1981) 29 Cal.3d 848 (5:54)
12. ALRB v. California Coastal Farms (1982) 31 Cal.3d 469
13. Kaufman v. Court of Appeal (1982) 31 Cal.3d 933
14. Rivcom Corp. v. ALRB (1983) 34 Cal.3d 743 (cert den)(5:55)
15. Triple E Produce v. ALRB (1983) 35 Cal.3d 42 (6:46)
16. Nish Noroian Farms v. ALRB (1984) 35 Cal.3d 726 (8:25)
17. Harry Carian v. ALRB (1984) 36 Cal.3d 654 (4:28)
18. Richard Peters Farms v. ALRB (1984) 36 Cal.3d 654 (4:28)
19. UFW v. ALRB (Admiral) (1985) 37 Cal.3d 912
20. Karahadian v. ALRB (2/11/85) 38 Cal.3d 1 (5:37)
21. Harry Carian Sales v. ALRB (8/1/85) 39 Cal.3d 209 (6:55)
22. Arakelian Farms v. ALRB (12/30/85) 40 Cal.3d 654
(4:53, 6:28)
23. Lindeleaf v. ALRB (5/29/86) 41 Cal.3d 861 (9:35)

~~lifornia

{a)

Mixed
Result

Court of Appeal

Now Pending in Supreme Ct.41
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

J.R. Norton v. ALRB (1984) (8:76) (hg grt'd 10/25/84)
J.R. Norton v. ALRB (1984) (9:18) (hg grt'd 10/25/84)
Tex-Cal v. ALRB (1985) (hg grt'd 8/20/85)
ALRB v. Superior Ct. (Tex-Cal) (1985) (hg grt'd 8/20/85)
Sam Andrews' Sons v. ALRB (1985) (10:11)
(hg grt'd 11/20/85)

[ 1J

[1]
[ 1]

[ 1]
[ 1]

General Cases Decided
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mahony v. Superior Ct. (Corda) (1975)
Bacchus Farms v. ALRB (1976)
Andrews v. ALRB (1977)
Mt. Arbor Nurseries v. ALRB (1977)

3. The notation "3:14" indicates that the case concerns Board decision 3 ALRB
14.
4. The granting of hearing (review) by the California Supreme Court vacates a Court of
Appeal decision. The former Court of Appeal result for each case now pending in the
Supreme Court is indicated in brackets and is not included in the totals. Note that, under
the revised Rules of Court, hearing by the Supreme Court is now termed "review." The Board
will continue to use the term "hearing" in these summaries, however -- as in "hearing
granted" or "hearing denied" -- to distinguish this process from the review procedures set
forth in Labor Code section 1160.8.
tJo
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ALRB
Upheld
po

po

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

po
po

10.
11 •

0
0

12.
po

13.

0

po

14.
15.
16.

po

17.
18.

0

po

po

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

po
po

29.
30.

po
po
o

po

31.
32.
33.
34.

po

35.

po

36.

po

37.

0

38.

0

Mixed
Result

Adverse
Ruling

Nishikawa Farms v. Mahony (1977) 66 Cal.App.3d 781
Howard Rose v. ALRB (1977)
Superior Farming v. Mahony (1977)
White River Farms v. Mahony (1977)
Cesare & Sons v. ALRB (1977) 72 Cal.App.3d 36
(hg den) 5/
Radovich
ALRB (1977) 72 Cal.App.3d 36 (hg den)
UFW v. Superior Ct. (Mt. Arbor Nurseries) (1977)
72 Cal.App.3d 268 (amicus)
Nish Noroian v. Superior Ct. (ALRB) (1978)
61
People v. Medrano (1978) 78 Cal.App.3d 198 (amicus)ALRB v. Henry Moreno [1978)
ALRB v. Superior Ct. (Lafiin) (1978) (hg den)
ALRB v. Laflin & Laflin (1979) 89 Cal.App.3d 651
(hg den)
Bonita Packing Co. v. ALRB (1979) (4:96)
Cadiz and Caratan v. ALRB (1979) 92 Cal.App.3d 365
(hg den) (4:68)
Dessert Seed Co. v. Brown (1979) 96 Cal.App.3d 69
Franzia Bros. Winery v. ALRB (1979) (4:100)
San Diego Nursery v. ALRB (1979) 100 Cal.App.3d 128
Yamada Bros. v. ALRB (1979) 99 Cal.App.3d 112
ALRB v. S. Kuramura, Inc. (1979) (3:49)
Royal Packing v. ALRB & UFW (1980)
E & J Gallo Winery v. Superior Court & ALRB (1980)(5:57)
C. Mandavi v. ALRB (1980) (3:65)
ALRB v. UFW (Clyde Cornell) (1980)
California Coastal Farms v. ALRB (1980)
111 Cal.App.3d 734
ALRB v. Ruline Nursery (1981) 115 Cal.App.3d 1005
California Coastal Farms v. Doctoroff (1981)
117 Cal.App.3d 156
Bruce Church v. ALRB (1981)
Steak Mate v. Superior Court (1981)
ALRB v. Bruce Church, Inc. (1981) 7/
Bertuccio v. Superior Ct. (1981) 118 Cal.App.3d 363 (amicus)
Banales v. Municipal Court
(1982) 132 Cal.App.3d 67 (amicus) (hg den)
Thomas Castle Farms v. ALRB (1983)
140 Cal.App.3d 668 (hg den)
ALRB v. Superior Court (Andrews) (1983)
149 Cal.App.3d 709 (hg den)
Ventura Cty. v. Newport Beach (1984)

v.

5. "Hg. den" indicates that hearing (review) was denied by the California Supreme
Court.
6. Effect of decision nullified by ALRB v. Vista Verde Farms (1981) 29 Cal.3d 307.
7. Effect of decision nullified by ALRB v. California Coastal Farms (1982)
31 Cal.3d 469.
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ALRB
Upheld
po
po
0

po
0
4

po

'

(c)

Mixed
Result

Adverse
Ruling

39. Joe Freitas & Sons v. Food Packers (1985) 164
Cal.App.3d 1210 (hg.den.) (amicus)
40. ALRB v. Tex-Cal (1985) 165 Cal.App.3d 429
41. ALRB v. Andrews (1985)
42. ALRB v. Abatti Produce (1985) 168 Cal.App.3d 504
43. Grant Harlan Farms v. ALRB (11/25/85) (hg den 3/20/86)
44. ALRB v. R.A. Glass (12/13/85) 175 Cap.App.3d 703
Petitions for Review Decided

v. ALRB (1977) (hg den) (3:49)
Rod McLellan v. ALRB (1977) (hg den) (3:71)
Hemet Wholesale v. ALRB (1977) (3:47)
UFW v. ALRB (Kyutoku) (1977) (3:30)
Frudden Produce/Whitney Farms v. ALRB (1977) (3:68)
UFW v. ALRB (RobertS. Andrews) (1977) 74 Cal.App.3d
347 (3:45)
Jackson & Perkins v. ALRB (1978) 77 Cal.App.3d 830 (3:36)
Arnaudo v. ALRB (1978) (3:78)
American Foods v. ALRB (1978) (4:49)
UFW v. ALRB (Baillie) (1978) (3:85)
Adam Farms v. ALRB (1978) (4:12)
Sacramento Nursery Growers, Inc. (1978) (3:94)
Perry Farms v. ALRB (1978) 86 Cal.App.3d 448 (hg den)
(4:25)
O.P. Murphy v. ALRB (1979) (hg. den., cert. den.)~/
(4:106)
Ron Nunn Farms v. ALRB (1979) (hg den) (4:34)
Dave Walsh Co. v. ALRB (1979) (hg den) (4:84)
Martori Bros. v. ALRB (1979) (hg den) (4:80)
Merzoian Bros. v. ALRB (1979) (3:62)
San Diego Nursery v. ALRB (1979) (hg den) (4:93)
John Elmore, Inc. v. ALRB (1979) (hg den) (4:98)
Garin Company v. ALRB (1979) (hg den) (5:4)
Bertuccio Farms v. ALRB (1979) (hg den) (5:5)
Prohoroff Poultry Farms v. ALRB (1979) (hg den) (5:9)
Nagata Bros. v. ALRB (1979) (hg den., cert. den.)
(5:39)
Mario Saikhon, Inc. v. ALRB (1979) (5:44)
Bruce Church, Inc. v. ALRB (1979) (hg den) (5:45)
S & F Growers v. ALRB (1979) (5:50)
Dutch Bros. v. ALRB (1979) (3:80)
Robert H. Hickam v. ALRB (1979) (4:73)
Belridge Farms v. ALRB (1979) (hg den) (4:30)
McCoy's Poultry v. ALRB (1979) (hg den) (4:15)
Marshburn Farms v. ALRB (1979) (4:99)

1. S. Kuramura, Inc.

2.
t
t

3.
4.
5.

po(t)6.
po(t)7.
0

t

0

po

8.
9.
10.
11 •
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

21.

t

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

8. "Cert. den." indicates that certiorari was denied by the U.S. Supreme Court.
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33. Sunnyside Nurseries v. ALRB (1979) 93 Cal.App.3d 922
(hg den) (3:42)
po 34. Pandol & Sons v. ALRB (1979) 98 Cal.App.3d 580 (3:29)
po 35. Butte View Farms v. ALRB (1979) 95 Cal.App.3d 961 (4:90)
36. Santa Clara Farms v. ALRB (1980) (5:67)
37. Jesus Martinez v. ALRB (1980) (5:51)
38. Security Farms v. ALRB (1980) (4:67)
po 39. Royal Packing Co. v. ALRB (1980) 101 Cal.App.3d 826
(5:31)
t
40. Oceanview Farms v. ALRB (1980) (hg den) (5:71)
o
41. Dan Tudor v. ALRB (1980) (3:69)
91
o
42. Mel-Pak Ranches v. ALRB (1980) (hg den) (4:78)43. C. Mondavi v. ALRB (1980) (hg den) (4:52)
44. Superior Farming Co. v. ALRB (1980) (5:6)
45. Adam Dairy v. ALRB (1980) (4:24)
46. D'Arrigo Bros. v. ALRB (1980) (hg den) (4:45)
47. Kaplan's Fruit & Produce v. ALRB (1980) (hg den)
(5:40)
48. M. Caratan, Inc. v. ALRB (1980) (5:16)
49. Tenneco West, Inc. v. ALRB (1980) (hg den) (3:92)
50. Tenneco West, Inc. v. ALRB (1980) (hg den) (4:16)
51. M. Caratan v. ALRB (1980) (4:83, 6:14)
po 52. Prohoroff Poultry Farms v. ALRB
(1980) 107 Cal.App.3d 622 (hg den)(3:87)
po 53. Kawano, Inc. v. ALRB (1980) 106 Cal.App.3d 937
(hg den) (4:104)
54. C. Mondavi & Sons v. ALRB (1980) (hg den) (5:53)
po 55. Abatti Farms, Inc. v. ALRB
(1980) 107 Cal.App.3d 937 (hg den)(5:34)
56. Frank Lucich Co., Inc. (1980) (4:89)
57. Tex-Cal Land Mgmnt., Inc. (1980) (5:29)
58. Pappas & Co. (1980) (hg den) (5:52)
59. AS-H-NE Farms, Inc. (1980) (hg den) (6:9)
60. Louis Carie & Sons (1980) (4:108)
61. High & Mighty Farms (1980) (hg den) (6:34)
po 62. George Arakelian Farms, Inc.
(1980) 111 Cal.App.3d 258 (5:10)
63. Louis Carie (1980) (6:2)
64. O.P. Murphy Produce (1980) (hg den) (5:63)
65. Jack Bros. & McBurney (1980) (hg den) (6:12)
66. California Coastal Farms (1980) (hg den) (6:25)
po 67. Merrill Farms (1980) 113 Cal.App.3d 176 (hg den) (5:58)
68. Kyutoku Nursery, Inc. (1980) (hg den) (4:55, 6:32)
po 69. Jasmine Vineyards (1980) 113 Cal.App.3d 968 (3:74: 6:17)
10. J.R. Norton (1981) (hg den) (6:26)
po 71. M.B. Zaninovich (1981) 141 Cal.App.3d 665 (hg den) (4:70)

po

9.

Effect of decision nullified by Carian v. ALRB (1984) 36 Cal.3d 654.
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Upheld
72.
73.
74.
75.
po
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
o
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
po
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
nf
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
po(t)l08.

o

nf
0

nf

109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.

Sam Andrews' Sons (1981) (6:44)
Sunnyside Nurseries, Inc. (1981) (hg den) (5:23)
Miranda Mushroom, Inc. (1981) (hg den) (6:22)
C. Mandavi (1981) (hg den.) (6:30)
Montebello Rose (1981) 119 Cal.App.3d 1 (hg den) (5:64)
J & L Farms (1981) (hg den) (6:43)
Charles Malovich (1981) (6:29)
Associated Produce (1981) (6:54)
Bee & Bee Produce v. ALRB (1981) (hg den)(6:48)
UFW v. ALRB (Bee & Bee Produce) (1981) (6:48)
UFW v. ALRB (Kaplan's Fruit & Produce) (1981) (6:36)
Eto v. ALRB (1981) (hg den) (6:20)
Ron Nunn v. ALRB (1981) (6:41)
Tenneco West v. ALRB (1981) (6:53)
Holtville Farms v. ALRB (1981) (hg den) (7:15)
Arnaudo Bros. v. ALRB (1982) (7:25)
Kawano, Inc. v. ALRB (1982) (hg den) (7:16)
McFarland Rose v. ALRB (1982) (6:18)
Ranch No. 1 v. ALRB (1982) (hg den) (6:37)
Verde Produce v. ALRB (1982) (hg den) (7:27)
Giumarra Vineyards v. ALRB (1982) (7:7)
Pacific Mushroom v. ALRB (1982) (7:28)
Tex-Cal v. ALRB (1982) 135 Cal.App.3d 906 (7:11)
Bertuccio Farms v. ALRB (1982) [81-CL-20-SAL]
Arakelian Farms v. ALRB (1982) (8:32)
Neuman Seed Co. v. ALRB (1982) (hg den) (7:35)
Merrill Farms v. ALRB (1982) (8:4)
Martori Bros. v. ALRB (1982) (hg den) (8:23)
Laurence Scarrone v. ALRB (1982) (hg den) (7:13)
M. Caratan v. ALRB (1982) (8:53)
Royal Packing v. ALRB ( 1982) ( 8: 17)
Arakelian Farms v. ALRB (1982) (hg den)
Bertuccio Farms v. ALRB (1982) (hg den) (8:6)
J & L Farms v. ALRB (1982) (8:46)
San Clemente Ranch v. ALRB (1982) (hg den) (8:29)
Bertuccio Farms v. ALRB (1983) (hg den) (8:39)
Mario Saikhon v. ALRB (1983)
140 Cal.App.3d 581 (hg den) (8:88)
Abatti Farms v. ALRB (1983) (hg den) (7:36)
Kophammer Farms v. ALRB (1983) (hg den) (8:21)
E & J Gallo v. ALRB (1983) (hg den) (7:10)
Giumarra Vineyards v. ALRB (1983) (hg den) (7:24)
George Lucas & Sons v. ALRB ( 1983)
D'Arrigo Bros. v. ALRB (1983) (8:45)
San Clemente Ranch v. ALRB (1983) (8:11)
Mission Packing v. ALRB (1983) (hg den) (8:14)
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APPENDIX F
FINAL BUDGET REPORT
AGRICULTURAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
1985-86

Board Administration
General Counsel Administration
Administrative Services
Distributed Administrative Services

Authorized

Expenditures

$3,975,645

$

4,400,859

4,080,229

786,487

719,635

-786,487

-719,635

-o-

Unscheduled Reimbursements
Total
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3,804,612

$8,376,504

-7,608
$

7,877,233

